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O U R W O RLD -W ID E
CORRUPTION
What is there to say about
the Pakrsta* Disaster ?

mmmmmmmmiKk

Every two or three years a cyclone
sends a tidal wave over the delta
of the holy Ganges river,
destroying the pitiful hovels and
killing the pitiful peasants who
live there. They cannot move away
because they can’t afford to live
or die anywhere else. As a people
they survive by polygamy and
over-large families and someone
has to live there to grow the
rice on which the East Pakistan
economy depends. No one anywhere
win spend the money needed to
build proper defences against the
cyclone and the sea; when disaster
strikes, it takes ten days for aid
to reach the stricken area—in a
world which lives with the
four-minute warning! Pakistan is
divided by a hostile India which
won’t allow over-flying from
West to East Pakistan, even when
the East Pakistan Government
swallows its pride and appeals
for help. Religion, nationalism,
money, governmental indifference—
all conspire to make these Delta
peasants trapped and classic victims
of our world-wide corruption.

j^NARCHISTS will be actively
supporting the demonstration
against NATO and the Warsaw
Pact in London on November 28.
These military alliances are deadly
examples of the world-wide confi
dence trick of ‘defence’. The War
saw Pact exists to defend the ‘wor
kers’ states’ and ‘socialism’ against
‘counter-revolution’ and ‘Western
imperialism’; in performing this task
it is necessary to deny the Czecho
slovakian people even limited free
dom of speech and press, to strangle
any moves on the road to workers’
control, and to subordinate the
A S ANTICIPATED, the’ conference
organised by the liaison Committee
for the Defence of Trade Unions was
very well attended, with over 1,800
delegates filling the hall and many more
being unable to get in.
From this response and the decisions
that have already been taken in work
places, the strike against the Tory
Government’s trade union legislation will
be a massive demonstration of opposition.
The indications are that the response
will exceed the stoppage on May Day
last year against Labour’s In Place oj
Strife.
The response shows that workers are
ready to respond when their freedoms
are threatened and at the same time it
also proves that they are less divided
when it is the traditional party of the
employers that they are up against.
Certainly the ranks have closed for it
is the workers' traditional enemy that
has to be fought and everything is
d e a r cur.
The Left-wing Labour MPs do not
have to worry about a discipline from
the Party. O ne such MP, Mr. Norman
Atkinson,
at the conference that
if the proposed legislation becomes law,
then the Labour leadership should be

Czech, economy to that of Russia.
NATO exists to defend ‘freedom’
against ‘Communist dictatorship’ and'
in so doing it ‘shares a bed’ with
shabby, military dictators. The
ideological veneers may vary but the
underlying lie is the same: that lie
is that any Government which exists,
has existed or ever will exist serves
the interests of the people it purports
to represent.
Governments are interested in one
thing: POWER. All the repressive,
coercive institutions of the State are
necessary to defend and extend that
power. In times of social calm

authority can afford a liberal facade
but when it is faced by a social revo
lution, by a people determined to be
free, all it has with which to defend
itself and its privileged friends is
brutal, naked violence; that is why
armed forces and military alliances
are necessary; that is why so much
of the product of workers’ labour
is squandered on ‘defence’ instead
of being used to satisfy the real and
urgent needs of mankind: treating
the sick, feeding the hungry, housing
the homeless, etc.
All the myths of race, nation and
ideology are used to divide the

Gel Off Our Bucks!
pressed to repeal it when they return
to power. And yet that same leadership
was quite prepared to enact similar
legislation. Another Labour MP, Mr.
Sid Bidyvell, said that the strongest
pressure should be brought to bear on
the Labour Party leadership to support
their demands. But these MPs are
raising false hopes. The Labour Party
will not back the demands of the
workers. The whole Party has long
been discredited and any opposition by
them to the Tories is just a political
game.
The workers’ opposition to this legis
lation is A, welcome thing and shows
that the labour movement of the country
is willing to fight. However it was
pointed out at the conference, and
rightly so, th.at a one-day strike on
December 8 will not stop the Tories.
whole campaign of industrial action
will he needed to achieve this and even
then it is doubtful whether it will suc~

ceed or not. This is not a pessimistic
note, for with the pretent state of
the economy and rising costs, urgent
action is needed on the part of the
employers and the State. Legislation
and an increasing level of unemployment
are pan of this action, either together
or each on its own. '
As anarchists we do not believe that
because anti-strike legislation becomes
law, workers will cease to strike. We
believe that even if this reaches the
statute book, workers will he prepared
to break the law. The working-class
movement began in this way, not with
men with well-known names, but with
ordinary working people who believed in
something and were willing to defy the
law to achieve it. If the organisation
of workers once again becomes illegal,
we are confident that the struggle be
tween labour and capital will continue.
Unlike our friends in the Communist
Party, we have no respect for the law.

workers of the world, to divert their
attention from their real enemies:
the capitalists, ‘democratic’ politi
cians, ‘liberal’ dictators, national
‘liberators’ and Communist Party
dictators who exploit and oppress
them today, and the authoritarian
revolutionaries who are waiting in
the wings to take over the role to
morrow in the name of some per
verted ‘socialism’ or ‘communism’.
We oppose wars not because we
totally reject violence—there aye
situations where violence in the de
fence of real freedom is the only,
possible •.answer- to despotism (how
ever imperfect and potentially
authoritarian an answer it may be)
—but because w^rs (i.e. conflicts be
tween states) are not the concern of
workers; they represent squabbles
between rival groups of rulers for
political and economic power.

We do not see the State as the provider
neither do we wish, like the traditional
Left, to take over the State. On the
contrary, we see the State and the
employers as oppressors, each needing
the other. They, together with the trade,
union leadership, occupy positions of
power, privilege and prestige.
As workers we have to undermine this.
We have to take control of our own
lives from those who now run them.
In all countries, especially the Com
munist ones, the State enacts legislation
to control and manipulate the working
lives of the people. In no country
docs the Government hand over anything
to the people to run for themselves, '
It is of little use to fight the Tory
legislation without fighting the Govern
ment, the State and the powerful' corpor
ations. They will, in the words of an
old slogan, ‘do anything but get off

Of course, having carved up the
-world between them and finding
Jjheir rivals with an equal military
pov&r they may well bide their
-time and--settle for ‘peaceful co
existence’. XAs anarchists -we cannot
accept this ‘peace’, this uneasy bal
ance of power, which really means
perpetuation of the status quo with
all its tyranny, injustice and human
suffering.
As workers our interest is to re
place this insane, unjust and in
human system by a totally different
world: a world where the individual
has been freed from the tyranny of
government, economic exploitation
and political dogma, and is free to
satisfy his or her need for individual
creativity and community by volun
tary co-operation with other free
individuals.'- ■
The road to this social revolution
is not through the phoney ‘-demo
cracy’ of the ballot-box, not through
mindless adherence to the Party, not
through the dogma of Marx, Trot
sky, Lenin, Mao or any other selfappointed ‘saviour’ of the working
class, but by the co-operative actions
of free individuals.
If you are out on the streets of
London today you’ve already made
an important breakthrough. Go all
the way—don’t get side-tracked by
the clap-trap of the politicos.
Welcome home, anarchist!
T erry P hillips .

our- backs’. This is as equally true
today as it was when it was first coined.
Workers’ control of industry, of the
land, and freedom to run the community
for the benefit of all, will not be given
to us by a political party acquiring
power. It will only come when .we,
as workers, desire it and are willing
to struggle for that end.
Those who say smash the Bill antf
end the Tory rule see things only in power
terms and not in terms of people gaining
control over the running of their own
lives, the factories or the land and their
neighbourhoods. The important thin g isto be able to make both the decisions and
the mistakes that affect them rather
. than bring pushed around and told what
to do. To fight legislation is not enough.
We must organise to’,fight for workers’
control.
p :t .

SMILE WHEN YOU CALL ME ‘CARRINGTON’—PLEASE
rp H E BIRTH of a new reputation and same exhibition for his limited talent
the death of an old one is a matter is insufficient to extend his vision. For
of joyful interest to all those involved all that, on behalf of the Town we
for it gives pleasure to the Town to welcome Fernando but only the Fer
join in the birth of monsters and the nando Botero saucy, fat, female nudes
death of kings. Fernando Botero is with the face of Fernando Botero can
welcomed into the Town’s tired arms win our applause for despite the clumsi
with his exhibition of quaint erotica that ness of the painting they are still kinky,
will please many and offend a few. erotic, saucy, fat nudes.
A year ago one raced across the
Botero, a New Yorker born in Columbia,
has used his large canvases as a confes Town, hat in hand, for a new exhibition
sional for his own opinions of himself by Patrick Procktor for his huge camp"'
and he does himself a wrong, for this watercolours at the Redfern at 20 Cork
38-year-old man is a pleasant gentle Street, W.l, had the gossips whispering
person who deliberately creates a dis in the King’s Road coffee hells. Those
torted image of himself within his own huge undisciplined washes of waterpaintings. He peers shortsightedly from cdlours spelt out the news of the day
out of the massive mounds of fleshy for the ton as the Town sought to
tints like a character from a Charles identify the golden boy of the hour
Adams' New Yorker drawing, fat, but, like Housman’s chimney-sweepers,
moustached and guiltily foolish like a all has turned to dust leaving only the
respectable clerk caught in the public mark of the burst bubble reputation
park in ill-fitting drag. He is the face on the gallery ceiling. With the excep
in the huge and badly-painted Gains tion of the paintings of his mother,
borough painting, the transvestite coyly Patrick Procktor now appears to have
stretched out on the couch and the little little to offer us. The paintings of his
man among the huge fat pink whores mother are fine and sensitive works
in the great brothel painting. One that reveal her in her grace and natural
enjoys the paintings because they are charm and have the isolation and dignity
a fresh approach to the ancient subject of a Sargent painting but for the rest
of the female nude for Botero paints we are back to square one with the
them time and again as gross apple rest of the squares. Tinted landscapes
breasted baby creatures among whom and the same old moronic bully boys
he hovers and creeps like one of those that no longer excite with OZ-mocking
pale background figures that one was the majesty of the Law and punch-ups
always bumping into in the continental on TV for the landscapes remind one
family-type brothels with ma and the too much of the work of Edward (the
girls earning the rent while dad shuffled dong) Lear and the bully boys now
in with the weak beer.
seem naught but student exercises in
Botero’s work at the Hanover Gallery the use of washes for it would seem
at 32a S t George Street, W.l, is of that Patrick Procktor, having sketched
a sophisticated primitiveness and while in his subject, is at a loss to fill in the
one can rightly enjoy the first exhibition mass within the outline and masses
one feels that the second and third of pretty and unrelated tints flow aim
exhibitions can be but a repeat of this lessly within a cage of prissy lines.

Manchester
Eviction Stopped
TI^CR. EDMONDS, an old age pensioner, arrears. After a discussion with a sym
was to be evicted from his Council pathetic official it was found that the
flat for alleged non-payment of rent under tenant’s rent and arrears were being paid
the Repossession of Small Tenements direct to the Corporation. Following a
A ct However, Comrade John Gaffney bit of an argument, the DHSS were able
informed a meeting of the Manchester to convince the Housing Department and
Anarchist Group of the Housing Depart the police that the arrears were being
ment’s intentions. We contacted the Man paid off by them.
chester University Anarchist Group and
If it had not been for the prompt
the Manchester Claimants’ Union and action of all concerned Mr. Edmonds
also the People’s Council for Social would have been thrown out on to the
street, all because of a bureaucratic error.
Justice.
On the morning of the eviction we had Only when housing is a free service for
assembled 30 people inside Mr. Edmonds’ all, will people be free from this fear.
flat in order to resist the eviction. Two
members of the Manchester Claimants’ SOCIAL JUSTICE
At a recent meeting, the People’s
Union accompanied Mr. Edmonds to the
DHSS to see if they would pay the rent Council for Social Justice was set up to

It is left to Michael Challenger, John
Plumb and my old mate of the written
word, William Tucker, to carry the torch
for the modem academics and they do
it with all the dignity 6f true con
servatives Michael Challenger and John
Plumb at ft® London Arts Gallery
at 22 New Bond Street, W.l, offer good
solid examples of geometric abstraction
ism with Challenger’s third dimension
works offering a counterpoint to Plumb’s
dying falls. As examples of a fashion
able type of jvork they have everything
to recommend them for they are bright
and cheerful and easy on the eye and
light on the mind and just the Christmas
present for a gay and wealthy aunt
with a flat in Sloane Square and a friend
at the Royal Court. It is William Tucker’s
work that I found worthy of a second
and third visit to the Kasmin Gallery
for his three stark sculptures would
seem to have walked from the covered
vision of a Leger painting and a Gia
cometti scupture. Nothing can be added
to them and nothing subtracted and
they exist only as long as they are
accepted as works of art for they are
as ephemeral as that. Move them and
they become so much scrap. Accept
them and they become one man’s per
sonal statement of his relationship to
his time.
At the Upper Grosvenor Gallery at
19 Upper Grosvenor Street, W.l, suckled
between Park Lane and the American
Embassy, they are showing, and I quote,
‘Carrington Jl 893-1932 a retrospective
exhibition’, of the minor talents of Miss
Carrington. I find this habit of people
referring to minor figures by their sur
names ill-mannered and patronising, and
especially in; the matter of Miss Car
rington, for;; every reviewer of her
collected letters and of her present

co-ordinate the activities of various com
munity and left groups.
The following points were agreed upon:
1. The Council would co-ordinate activi
ties and seek to promote co-operation
and mutual^ aid in the community.
2. Set up a pool of equipment and in
formation, etc.
3. A Community Action Emergency
^?^S-W0U^ ke organised to resist the
evictions of tenants and gypsies, etc.
4. A newsletter would be distributed
whenever necessary to inform mem
bers andgroups.
5. An advice service would be organised
to give information to members and
the public.
NORTHERN NEWS SYNDICATE
For a long time there has been a .need
for a news-collecting service in the NorthWest. Therefore, a number of us have
decided to set up Northern News Syndi
cate as a co-ordinating agency. Already
to date we have a few papers in full
agreement with the idea—Mole Express,
Penny Black, Manchester Claimants
News, Red and Black, and Rebel.
We shall offer our news items to all
members’ papers of the Syndicate, allow
ing of course for their different interests.
So please let us have news items or give

exhibition uses this smug title of Carring
ton when referring to her. Her name
was Dora and while at the Slade she
accepted being called by her surname.
When a woman does this it is usually
for the saddest of all reasons in that
she wants to be one with the boys and
drink her pint of beer with one foot on
the bar, but 'there comes that time
when they are entitled to the courtesy
and the dignity of the use of their
Christian name or to be addressed by
the same social title that one would
use to those one did not wish to offend.
Miss Carrington had a good but minor
talent as this exhibition demonstrates,
and the common myth that one so
often hears that people destroy their
own talents in deference to someone
else is only true if they produce nothing
and Miss Carrington produced much. It
was a magpie talent and all good
immative work but there is nothing of
lasting value. Like her letters in Carring
ton : Letters and Extracts from her
Diaries (Cape, £5), one feels that as
with so many of the middle-class aca
demic avant-garde, she wrote every line

AFBIB
Due to date of the Liver
pool Conference, December
5 & 6 , clashing with AFBIB
production, we intend to
bring out a pre-Conference
bulletin, as there is some
correspondence about it.
This edition will be pro
duced Sunday, November 29.
Any delegates who can
get here to help will be very
welcome. It M AY be pos
sible to include reports re> ceived as late as Monday,
November 30, especially if
LONG reports are already
stencilled A4 size.
Peter Le Mare,
5 Hannafore Road,
Rotton Park,
Birmingham 16.

with one eye cocked on future publica
tion for the one developed talent that
the middle class have always nurtured
is their ability to communicate. No
matter how puerile or profound their
thinking they communicate it I have
one bete noire and that is the middle
class for if there is a revolutionary
situation, and I say there is, it can in
that final battle only be against the
entrenched middle class of any society
and it is a permanent revolution for
every change in our social organisation
will inevitably throw up this parasitical
growth. We of the working class possess
all the faults of the Devil but as long
as we are the working class we are the
elect of God.
It was Dora Carrington’s tragedy to
form a mother fixation for a gangling
oaf like Lytton Strachey and it was
wasted for he was among the most
self-centred of men. Even when she
married Ralph Partridge, Strachey had
to move in with them. In 1932 Dora
Carrington killed herself and for what?
Those ghastly middle-class households
with a tall, bearded loon strutting around
like a farmyard cock. The children’s
parties for adults. The games and
those endless readings of neatly-written
manuscripts. This is my vision of hell.
Somewhere there must have been a
cooking stove and a warm marriage
bed for Dora Carrington instead of
that awful Bloomsbury setup and the
final bullet in the brain but, like
Fernando Botero, she chose to humiliate
herself to be accepted and her retro
spective exhibition is but an inquest
on the tragic dead.
A r t h u r M oyse .

DEMONSTRATE!
A gainst All Military
A lliances And States
Saturday, November 28

Assemble 1 p.m., Czechoslovak
Em bassy (Notting Hill Gate).
Bring banners & flags. March
to Greek Embassy.
R A L L Y !

3.30 p.m ., Trafalgar Square

4-page leaflet
T H E R IG H T TO STRIKE—
T H E P O W E R TO STRIKE

51- per Hundred
us the tip-off if you have anything that
would be worth investigating further.
The best way to find news is to make
it happen.
N
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N
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c/o Mole Express,
19 New Brown Street,
Manchester, 1

Plus 1/- per hundred Postage
(4/6 on 500 and over)
50/- per thousand,
postage extra

from Freedom Bookshop
I

All correspondence to
Peter Le Mare, 5 Hannafore Road,
Rotton Park, B ir m in g h a m 1 6

ANARCHIST
FEDERATION
of BRITAIN
LONDON FEDERATION OF ANARCHISTS.
All correspondence to LFA, c /o Freedom Press.
BLACK KNIGHT CROUP, 5 Nelson Road, N.8.
Meeting Wednesdays.
LAVENDER HILL. Contact C. Broad, 116 Tyntham Road. S .W .ll (228 4086).
NOTTING HILL. Sebastian Scrags. 10 Baaselt
Road, W.10.
LIBERTARIAN TEACHERS ASSOCIATION.
Peter Ford, 36 Devonshire Road, Mill HUl,
N.W.7.
NEWHAM. Pat Keen, 26 Farringford Road, E.1S.

REGULAR W E E K LY M EETINGS
Wednesday. 8 p.m., at Freedom Hall, 84B White
chapel High Street, E .l (Aldgate East Station).

REGIONAL FEDERATIONS
AND GROUPS
BIRMINGHAM ANARCHIST GROUP. Secretary.
Pieter Le Mare, 3 Hannaforo Road. Rotton Para,
Birmingham, 16. Meetings every Sunday, 8 p.m.,
in the smoke room of St. Martin pub, corner of
St. Martin's Lane and Jamaica Row.
BOURNEMOUTH AREA. Bob Pry, 30 Douglas
Close, Upton, Poole. Dorset.
BRIGHTON & HOVE. Nick Heath, Flat 3,
26 Clifton Road. Brighton, Sussex.
UNIVERSITY OF ESSEX. Felicity Frank, Keynes
Tower, University of Essex, Colchester, Essex.
BRISTOL. Alex Bird, 23 Rosewell Court, Kingsmead, Bath.
Meetings every Sunday, P/Bar,
Garricks Head, Park Street, 8 p.m.
CORNWALL ANARCHISTS. Contact Arthur
Jacobs, 13 Ledrah Road, St. Austell, Cornwall.
Brian & Hazel McGee, Hillcrest Farm, Hicks
Mill, Bissoe, Truro, Cornwall. Visiting comrades
welcome.

PEACE ACTION. Rory Weightman, P.C.T. Peace
Action Group, St. Pauls Road, Portsmouth,
Hants.
CROYDON LIBERTARIANS. Laurens and Celia
Otter, 3$ Natal Road, Thornton Heath, CR4 8QH
(633 7546) or contact Keith McCain, l Langmead
Street, w est Norwood, 8.E.27. Phone 670 7297.
EDGWARE PEACE ACTION GROUP. Contact!
Mclvyn Estrin, 84 Edgwarebury Lane, Ed gware.
Middx.
FARNBOROUGH. 81 MytcheU Road, Mytchetl,
Camberley, Surrey. Tel.: Farnborougb 43811.
HERTS. Contact VaJ and John Funnel!, 10 Fry
Road, CheUs, Stevenage.
LEICESTER. Black Flag Bookshop, 1 WiJne
Street, Leicester. Tel.: 29912.
LOUGHBOROUGH. Peter Davies. 67 Griffin
Close, Shepshed, Loughborough, Leics.. LE12
9QO. Tel.: 2117.
MUTUAL AID CROUP, c /o Borrowdale, Car
riage Drive. Frodaham, Cheshire.
NORTHAMPTONSHIRE.
Terry Phillips. 70
Blenheim Walk, Corby, Northants.
NORTH EAST ANARCHIST CROUP. Contact
M. Renick. 122 Mowbray Street, Heaton, New
castle on Tyne 6.
NORTH SOMERSET ANARCHIST GROUP.
Contact Roy Emery, 3 Abbey Street. Bath, or
Geoffrey Barfoot, 71 St. Thomas Street. WeHs.
ORPINGTON ANARCHIST GROUP. Knoclrholt.
Nr. Sevanoaks, Kent. Every six weeks at Oveeowavs, Knockbolt Phone: Knockholt 2H6. Brian
and Maureen Richardson.
PORTSMOUTH. Ken Bowbrlck, 26 Haubledon
House, Landport, Portsmouth, H ints.
READING. 26 Bulmershe Road. 7 el.: Reading
65645. Meetings every Thursday.
SOUTHALL. Dave Smith, 102 Abbots Road,
Southall.
TAUNTON, c /o Dave Poulson, 473 Bramley

Road, TauntonfiSomerset.
WEST HAM ANARCHISTS. Regular meetings
and activities contact Mr. T. Plant, 10 Thackeray
Road, East Ham, E.6. Tel.: 552 4162.
MERSEYSIDE., c /o John Cowan, 172a Lodge
Lane, Liverpool|8. Meetings first Sunday in each
month, 8 p.m. '

ESSEX & EAST HERTS
FEDERATION

HULL: Jim Young, 3 Fredericks Crescent, Haw
thorn Avenue, Hull.
KEIGHLEY: Steve Wood, 26B Cavendish Street,
Keighley.
LIEEDS GROUP. Contact Martin Watkins, 3
Marlborough Grove, Leeds 2.
SHEFFIELD: Dave Jeffries, c /o Students Union,
Western Bank, Sheffield, 10. I. C. W ood, 65
Glencoe Road, Sheffield.
YORK. Keith Nathan, Vanbrugh College, Heslrngton, York.

NORTH ESSEX, Write: Peter Newell, ‘Aegean*.
Spring Lane, jEight Ash Green, Colchester.
BASILDON & WICKFORD.
Mick Powell,
Glamis House, |S4 Cameron Close, Brentwood,
Essex.
BISHOPS STORfFORD. Vic Mount, ‘Eastview*,
Castle Street, Bishops Stortford, Herts.
CHELMSFORD. (Mrs.) Eva Archer, Mill House.
Purlcigh, Chelmsford, Essex.
EPPING. John Bar rick, 14 Centre Avenue,
Epping, Essex.
HARLOW. Stephen Murrell, 34 Sharpecroft,
Essex.
LOUGHTON. Group c /o Students' Union,
Loughton College of Further Education, Borders
Lane, Loughton7[Essex.

ABERYSTWYTH
ANARCHISTS.
J.
Smith,
Nanteos Mans, Aberystwyth, Cards.
Bobus
Marsland, c /o Students’ Union, Laure Place,
Aberystwyth, Card$.
CARDIFF ANARCHIST GROUP. AU corres
pondence to:—Pete Raymond, 18 Marion Street,
Splott, Cardiff.
SWANSEA ANARCHIST GROUP.
Contact
Ian Bone, 18 Windsor Street, Uplands, Swansea.
Meetings at the above address every Sunday at
7 p.m.
LLANELLI: Contact Dad Walker, 6 Llwuynnendy
Road, Llanelli, Carra. Tel: Llanelli 2548.

NORTH-W EST FEDERATION

SCOTTISH FEDERATION

N.W. Federation Sec.: Lea Smith, 47 Clarence
Street, Primrose,! Lancaster.
BLACKPOOL. Contact Christine and Graham,
2 Fenner Avcnus, Soulhsljore, Blackpool.
BOLTON. Contact John Hayes, 51 Rydal Road,
Bolton.
I
CHOU LEY. Contact Kevin Lynch, 6 Garfield
Terrace, Chorley,
„ ,,
LANCASTER & MORECAMBE. Lcs Smith
47 Clarence Street Primrose, Lancaster.

All correspondence to Temporary Secretary: Neil
Munro, 203 Cornhlll Drive, Aberdeen.
ABERDEEN He PETERHEAD ANARCHISTS.
Contact both groups via Neil Munro, 203 Comhill
Drive, Aberdeen. For ‘Freedom* Sales: Ian &
Peggy Sutherland, 8 Esslemont Avenue, Aberdeen.
Also for contacts in Inverness.
GLASGOW ANARCHIST GROUP. Robert Lynn,
12 Ross Street, S.E.
EDINBURGH. Tony Hughes, Top Flat, 40 Angle
Park Terrace, Edinburgh II.
FIFE. Bob and Una Turnbull, Raith Home Farm,
Raith Estate, Kirkcaldy.
ROSS-S1URE. Contact David Rodgers, Broom
field, Evanton, Ross-shire, Scotland.

MANCHESTER f ANARCHISTS AND SYNDI

C A LISTS. Jeiujy Honey ford, 33 Clyde Road
Dldsbury, Manchester, 21.
_ . „„„ ,
PRESTON ANARCHIST CROUP. Rob Wilkin
son, 73 Trafford Street, Preston. Meetings: The
Wellington Hotel', Glovers Court, Preston. Wed
nesdaysj, 8 p.m. ,

S U R R EY FEDERATION
DORKING. Mango Park, 16 Overdale Road,
Dorking, SiiireM
„
. „
EPSOM. O. Wright. 47 College Road, Epsom.
Tel. Epsom 2380t
KINGSTON. Mjchael Squirrel, 4 Woodgate Aye.,
Hook, Cbessiogtfn
_
GUILDFORD. Contact Epsom Group.
MERTON. F.Ulot Bums, 13 Amity Orovt, Lon
don, S.W.19. Teir0J-946 1444.

YORKSHIRE FED ER A TIO N
Secretary: Cont&t Leeds Group.

1

W ELSH FED ER A TIO N

NORTHERN IR ELAN D
BELFAST ANARCHIST GROUP.
N o address
tvailable. Letters c /o Freedom Press.

SOUTHERN IR ELA N D
20 College Lane, Dublin, 2.

Contact Pete Hannah, c /o Students Union, Uni
versity of Keele, Staffs.
OXFORD ANARCHISTS. Contact John Nygate,
New College, Oxford; Steve Watts, Trinity College,
Oxford.
SW ANSEA. Contact Ian Bone, 18 Windsor Street,
Uplands, Swansea.
TAUNTON. Contact Dave Poulson, 47b Bramley
R oad, Taunton, Somerset.
YORK. Contact R. Atkins, Vanbrugh College,
Heslington, York.
LSE. St. Clements Buildings, Houghton Street,
W .C.2.
LIVERPOOL UNIVERSITY GROUP. At the
Anarchist Bookstall, Union Foyer, every Friday
lunch time or write Anarchist Group, Student
U nion, Liverpool University.
SCHOOLS ANARCHIST GROUP. Kate & Joe,
3 Withy Lea, Leonard Stanly, nr. Stonehouse,
GL10 3NS, Gloucestershire..
SCHOOLS ANARCHIST GROUP — BELFAST
A R EA. Michael Scott, Longshot, Ballyaughlis,
Lisburn.

AB ROAD
AUSTRALIA. Federation of Australian Anar
chists, P.O. Box A 389, Sydney South, NSW 2000.
BELGIUM . Groupe du journal Le Libertaire, 220
rue Vivegnis, Lidge.
RADICAL LIBERTARIAN ALLIANCE, Box
2104, Grand Central Station, New York, N.Y.
10017.

P R O P O S ED GROUPS
BERM ONDSEY.
R oy Heath, 58 Thurbum
Square. S.E. 1.
MONTREAL, QUEBEC. Anyone interested in
forming a Montreal area Anarchist group please
contact Ron Sigler. Tel. 489-6432.
EAST ANGLIAN LIBERTARIAN GROUP. John
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War is Ihe Health of Hie Stale
WEEKEND there w ill be a
THISdemonstration
in London against
NATO mid the Warsaw Pact. N o doubt
it will pass unremarked. The telly-fed
millions will lap it up along with their
dosage of physical violence (on and off
newsreels) and the psychic violence of
advertising and propaganda. If any
spectacular violence happens on the demo
the newsreels will no doubt feature it—
but if not, then not.
But this demo is newsworthy. It is
protesting about both sides in the luke
warm war, the partners in the NATO
Pact and in the Warsaw Pact. About the
farcical inclusion of Greece among the
‘democratic’ NATO powers and the
cynical invasion and subjugation of
Czechoslovakia by the Warsaw Pact
powers. Due to this dual purpose there
will be a marked (or unmarked) absence
of Communists and fellow-travellers who
feel that such criticism of the Warsaw
Pact is unseemly.
It is possible that the vacuum created
by their sloganising w ill be filled with
the equally vapid chantings o f the
Maoists, and their excursions into mind
less violence.
One of the factors in the decline of the
demo is the belief both by participants
and press that the same ‘stage army of
the good’ turns up at every demo. This
is not absolutely a fact although there
is a marginal group who form the main
stay of any demonstration but one of
the myths that have grown up, fostered
by deliberate lies and distortions on the
part of the press that no demonstrations
ever take place against the Russians.
This is a lie, as many demonstrated out
side the Soviet exhibition and the Russian

Embassy on the occasion of the invasion
of Czechoslovakia. It has not been un
known for nuclear demonstrators to peti
tion the Chinese Embassy against the
Vietnam War.
The anarchists have always taken up
the position that aggressions (external
and internal) by nny State were the
proper subject of demonstrations, but for
us there is no sacred cow of a State which
is inviolate. All States are States and
begotten in and for aggression. We have
not forgotten Russia’s aggression of 1939
against Poland and the Baltic States or
her post-war aggression against Hungary
and the workers of East Berlin. Neither
have we forgotten China’s aggression in
Mongolia, Tibet and India.
A s for aggression against their own
population, minorities and majorities
alike have been persecuted in all countries
of the world; minorities on becoming
majorities have persecuted in their turn.
The repression in Greece is nothing new,
alas! Socrates was forced to drink hem
lock.
The fact is that the State itself—
democratic, or totalitarian, Fascist or
Communist, Democratic or Republican,
Liberal, Labour or Conservative—is an
institution for the purpose of aggression.
Ralph Bourne (an American who died in
1919) said, ‘War is the Health of the
State.’ It is to be observed that anarchists
make a distinction between society and
the State, a difference that is historically
observable. Society is what man makes
when he associates voluntarily with
others for co-operation. Man’s life on
this planet has been built up by such a
method and much of the substance of
modem living is achieved by voluntary

THIS WEEK IN IRELAND
A WEEK o f non-ending murders, fires
and explosions. Two men were
brutally shot in the day time in Ballymurphy, Belfast, a Catholic housing
estate. The murder was witnessed by a
boy of ten who was pushed out of the
way by one of the murderers, who, hav
ing done the deed, escaped in a car. The
men themselves were pushing a small
van when the murder occurred and the
murderer called one of them to speak to
him which the victim did all unsuspect
ingly. The RUC immediately told the
Press, ‘It looked like an IRA murder*
though they had not one shred of evi
dence for this remark. Both IRAs (there
are two now each claiming they are Sinn
Fein and the other’s the breakaway—you
pays your penny and you takes your
choice) have categorically denied doing
it. Now the IRA may be fools but I have
never found them liars. Apparently
neither man ever belonged to Sinn Fein
or the IRA. N o one has even whispered
it just possibly M IGHT be the work of
the UVF? Possibly it was a private
murder though the wives say neither man
had an enemy in the world. N o arrest
has been made.
Then, on Tuesday morning, an old
woman of 70 was battered to death in
Portaferry, Co. Down. It seems likely
this was for money. She kept a small
confectionery shop. Two Securicor guards
were shot in the legs during a wage
^ snatch in Belfast on Wednesday morning.
They were carrying the wages for 700
employees, about £13,000. A ll through
the night o f Tuesday/Wednesday explo
sions rocked the six counties, the biggest
being the Everton Bar in Crumlin Road
which smashed the glass of all shops and
houses nearby.
The customs post at Molenan was
severely damaged, and down here some
rather inefficient idiot tried to blow up
George IV at Dunlaoghaire. I wish these
blow-things-up chaps would learn first to
do the job properly and then select Stor
mont and the D ail during a session. Who
cares a brass farthing about George IV?
In the D ail the revolt against the
Taoiseach has collapsed completely. The
rebels have lost their chance of ever
getting anywhere. When they went into
the lobbies to vote, confidence in the
man they had openly decried because
they were afraid of a general election
and the defeat of the Government, they
lost face both within their own party and
outside it. It now looks as if at Ard Feis
in February everything will fizzle out
and Mr. Colley will be persuaded to
bring in an early and soft budget, playing
on the relief o f the pessimistic taxpayer,
so that the Government may perhaps go
to the country in May, and romp home
once more. Fianna F ail Deputies declare
they have a safe majority and see no
reason for risking it.
Messrs. Haughey and Blaney will not
be restored to their former offices in the

Government but they w ill still hold high
offices. They lost, however, a golden
opportunity on November 4 and they
know it. They w ill be on the watch for
the next and the Taoiseach is making
sure he w ill not give it to them.
Dr. _HiUery... bleated to the British a
b it about the piratical boarding of Irish
ships in Irish waters by naval boarding
parties ostensibly to look for arms, and
Janus Lynch poured oil on troubled
waters by placating the British and saying
we object to arms for the North as much
as the British do, and all countries do
this sort o f thing. This Government is
so corrupt it is incredible. Perhaps ALL
governments are?
Sir Arthur ‘Softly Softly’ Young has
departed and Chief Constable Graham
Shillington, of October 5, 1968 and Duke
Street fame, has been sworn in in his
place, and already has shown he is not
going to alter the old Orange tradition
of the RUC. On November 28 two
marches and meetings are scheduled to
take place in the six counties, one by the
CRA in Enniskillen (at which the writer
intends to be present) to protest about
the Criminal Justice Act and the slowness
and clamp-down on reforms, and the
other in Armagh led by Ian Paisley and
the illegal Ulster Volunteer Force to
celebrate Ian Paisley’s takeover of that
city by brute force two years ago illegally.
Brian Faulkiner and Mr. Shillington
have both condemned the Enniskillen
march and said anyone who takes part in
it must be prepared to be dealt with
with the utmost severity o f the law. ‘It
is most irresponsible.’ Neither has uttered
one word about Paisley’s effort. Shillington is to be at Enniskillen, but apparently
Paisley and the illegal U V F can go ahead
exactly as they like.
The unemployment figures for N ovem 
ber are the highest for 40 years in the
six counties.
It has come to light that 10% of the
children in the 26 counties leave school
illiterate. This in my opinion is a gross
understatement. Anyhow, what do the
Government expect, when one-third of
the children’s all-too-brief time is spent
being taught what they do not know in
a language their teachers do not know?
The compulsory Irish of our National
schools is in Dublin merely gobbledegook
with little or no resemblance to real
Gaelic, and the children can’t even speak
English let alone a second language.
Another of our rotten Government’s bees
in its bonnet, which is all bees and no
bonnet.
It has just been learned that a very big
border check is in progress, especially at
Co. Fermanagh and Co. Cavan. Road
blocks, helicopters, masses of armed
troops and armoured cars, the lot. Also
150 pounds o f gelignite have been stolen
from near Perth in Scotland and police
believe it is destined for Ireland.
Ours is a happy land ours is.
H.

co-operation; all that which the State
takes over (it rarely innovates) it nullifies
by compulsion.
Whether differences exist between the
Nation and the State is rt10r® debatable.
The wilder excesses of nationalism bring
in their train the cruder vulgarities of
patriotism. But nevertheless it would be
throwing out the baby with the bath
water to deny the value of regionalism
and of the linguistic and cultural contri
bution of the regional groupings in the
creation of diversity in a technologically
uniform age.
Nevertheless the success of various
national liberation movements seems only
to have led to the setting up of new
bourgeois and ‘socialist’ States with the
consequent repression and aggression in
herent in such—the whole of Africa is a
sad example. It cannot be ruled out that
were anti-Soviet forces to have triumphed
in Czechoslovakia, a bourgeois nationalist
variety of State socialism ‘with a human
face’ would have em erged! This would
rightly be opposed by anarchists, within
and without Czechoslovakia.
The betrayal of Czechoslovakia by the
Warsaw powers is not the first time in its
history. They were betrayed at Munich
in 1939 by Britain and Prance—and be
trayed by Russia’s inaction during the
Nazi-Soviet Pact. The aftermath of a
war to ‘liberate’ them was- an occupation
by Soviet forces and their collaborators.
Greece has always b e e n # client state
of Britain. Even Stalin recognised this
and stood aside whilst the Communist
rising of 1946-8 was put down. As NATO
is an anti-Communist alliance it is only
proper that Greece should belong to it.
Any pretext that ‘Fascist!! States should
be excluded ignores the! fact that the
Fascists were the most vigorous in their
war against Communism! Anyone who
thinks that a war against Russia could
be fought without using her old enemies
is deceiving himself. This is the realpolitick behind such alliances.
But who are the Fascists? The word
is increasingly used as a political swear
word to signify those we don’t like. The
word has lost its old meaning since the
departure of Mussolini and the eclipse of
Mosley but in the sens®of a totalitarian

ruthless institution all States are Fascist;
if they are at all restrained (and ‘permis
sive’ is the fashionable phrase), their
Fascism is potential not factual. War is
an occasion for fully developing that
potential.
All States are potentially at war with
other States. It was said by Clausewitz that
war is the continuation of diplomacy by
other means but it can just as truthfully
be said that diplomacy is the continu
ation of war by other means. States
haggle, bargain, cheat and blackmail to
get what they require. If they are not
actually robbing other countries—who as
likely as not are set on robbing them
(e.g. Israel), they are retired burglars
holding on to their loot, which in itself
is an act of aggression. With the breath
taking simplicity of the voracious farmer
who said ‘I only want the land that ad
joins mine’, States innocently declare, ‘I
only want to safeguard my frontiers and
have no hostile neighbours’.
This is no simple plot of ‘goodies’
versus ‘baddies’, of cowboys versus
Indians; although even that role-playing
has undergone moderation. In foreign
affairs yesterday’s enemies are today’s
friends and vice versa.
N ot only do States hate each other,
they also need each other. They need
enemies—and if enemies do not exist it
is necessary to create them, only in that
way can States assure their own con
tinuation by pointing out to their duped
subjects that they must ‘cling to nurse
for fear of meeting something worse*.
Hence the NATO Pact, the Warsaw Pact
with their concomitants, the crippling
arms bills, and the stunted social services.
War is, indeed, the health of the State
and as Bourne said, ‘War is a very arti
ficial thing. It is not the naive spon
taneous outburst of herd pugnacity, it is
no more primary than is formal religion.
War cannot exist without a military
establishment, and a military establish
ment cannot exist without State organiz
ation. War has an immemorial tradition
and heredity only because the State has a
long tradition and heredity. But they are
inseparably and functionally joined.’

J ack R obinson.
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Berkman’s ABC OF AN ARC H ISM
is no longer available. A new printing
should be ready by January 1971.

dignitaries) decided, after 2 hours’ dis
cussion, to agree to our demands. The
voting was 16-9 with many abstentions.
Immediately the Earl of Cranbrook re
signed—-not, of course, because he sup
ports apartheid but because our demands
transgressed the idea of institutional neu
trality, a university mustn’t get involved
in politics at any cost (he seems to be
unaware that ‘institutional neutrality’
means acceptance of the status quo, the
acceptance of capitalism and being under
the influence o f industry). Later 6 local
Conservative M Ps resigned from council
and Prof. Cambell (a careerist academic)
resigned from the post of Pro ViceChancellor.
As well as being a symbolic stand
against apartheid, the rent strike demon
strated to everyone that by the use of
direct action we can achieve student
power. Let the bureaucrats beware.

Student.
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Rank & File
r p iI I S TEACHERS’ M AGAZINE and
the loose organisation that goes with
it have been mentioned before in these
columns. Although its editorial board
is IS-controlled (Chanie Rosenberg, wife
of ‘top IS theoretician’ Tony Cliff, is
business manager and another theoreti
cian, Duncan Ilallas, is very prominent),
1 have nevertheless previously argued
that in view of its libertarian lino (antiheadteacher, anti-NU T executive, for
control of schools by pupils, parents and
stall’ and control of the union by the
rank and file membership), it was worthy
of support as being the only viable
libertarian tendency within teaching.
It. is now changing its lin eyh avin g
conversations with the Communist Party

Any book not in stock, but In
print can be promptly supplied.
Book Tokens accepted.
Please add postage A cash with
order helps.
N ew Books on Anarchism
and kindred subjects

OUT OF PRINT

Ho Rent
to Apartheid
P O R SIX WEEKS # rent strike was
held at the University of East Anglia
over the refusal by the University
Administration to set jup an alternative
bank account for those people who object
to paying their bills into Barclays Bank
(because of Barclays’ strong interests in
South Africa and involvement in the
Caborra Bassa Dam), j
The Students Union set up a trust fund
for people to pay their bills into, to give
protection against any victimization. 322
people paid their bills into the trust fund
and another 300 people paid their bills
neither to the trust fund nor to the
administration (but not all of the 300
supported the rent strike). This meant
that between 20%-40% of the students in
residences withheld their rents.
After the sixth week of the strike the
University Council (the ruling body of
the University made up of academics,
bureaucrats, men from industry and local

JB fc -

to try to achieve a ‘broad union of the
left’. T o do this will mean dropping the
anti-authoritarian line; the CP is too
well entrenched on the union executive
and in other positions of power. Indeed,
the latest issue of Rank and File does
not contain the usual articles on the
abuse of power by heads and by the
union executive; not one headmaster
horror story. N ot all heads are bad, but
this is a principle that^cannot be aban
doned to political expediency, especially
after the crushing of the CP line on the
closed shop at the Young Teachers’
Conference in September. I still support
R anh and File ; but for how long? L ibertarian T eacher .

‘NO MAN
IS GOOD ENOUGH
TO B E ANOTHER
MANfS M A STER1
POSTERS ON SALE
5 for 2s.6d. including postage
from Freedom Press

H

npHE COMPUTER industry, prompted
■** by the National Council for Civil
Liberties, last week aired its embiyonic
social conscience. Computer technology,
and especially the quasi-science of data
retrieval, has now reached a stage where
it is practically possible for central files
to be held on every. man, woman and
child in the country, and for these files,
no matter how complex or compre
hensive, to be available in less than
one second to any person with access
to the filing system.
The amount of storage space needed
is not, even great-—assuming that the
average person's record Could be con
tained in 500 characters (using modern
methods of coding, this is well within,
the bounds of possibility), and a
population of 50 million, the capability
for holding 25,000,000,000 characters
would be required. Magnetic disc files
with capacities of 20 million characters are
now commonplace; the next generation
of machines, now being introduced, count
their capacity for mass storage in thou
sands of millions of characters per device,
and are capable of accepting input from
many such devices.
Having stored such massive amounts
of information, how" does one recover
just the portion one wishes to examine?
The simplest method is to tag each
record with a code number, which would
then be used as the key of that record.
All UK citizens currenthjghave; «ueh *.
a code—it appears on National Health
Service cards, and on innumerable other
documents.
The problem of presenting data, to
remote enquirers has been overcome; by
the simple expedient of connecting a
typewriter to a telephone. The result
is much akin to the Telex system,
except that datalinks capable of trans
mitting 48,000 characters per second are
already in existence.
It IS in this; climate of technical

JFREE PUBLIC TRANSPORT
H N ITS RECENT White Paper on the
I problems of public transport the GLC
mentioned free transport as. a possible
solution:' At a 'time when the authorities
are even now proposing entry charges'to
museums and art galleries this- is an issue
which should be of interest to anarchists.
Accordingly there are now tentative,
plans for movement to this end. -Be
cause old age pensioners have already ^
expressed interest in the matter and
because their needs are particularly ur
gent it is proposed that the initial target
be the achievement of free transport for
this group—ultimatelyOthe full goal can
be declared.
At this stage contact with all interested
jpersons. is necessary. The organisation
responsible for .advocating the cause’ of
the aged has intimated- its interest in the
matter and has shown surprising mili
tancy including a preparedness to engage
in tactics ofi-direct action and confronta
tion. Those interested nqw may write to;
The Campaign for Free. Public Transport,
:<cJo Freedom Press.

I

Government and Disaster
The Government of Pakistan main
tains a massive military establishment
for confrontation with India—fortunately
there has been little actual fighting but
both countries have expended huge pro
portions of their national wealth o n ’
armaments while millions of their unfor
tunate subjects die of starvation. Despite
Pakistan’s much smaller population it has
an army fully comparable with the. Indian
and Western observers rate it first class.
A fearful disaster—latest toll is 150,000
dead alone—has struck that section of
East Pakistan around the Bay of Bengal.
The government had eight hours’ warning
from the weather experts of the impend
ing tragedy and did NOTHING. Now,
days later, the Army has fallen so short
of worthwhile relief that other countries
have stepped in to relieve the unfortunate
victims. The Pakistani authorities stand
indicted with fearful neglect. But the
responsibility of other countries requires
investigation also. The USA and Britain
have taken great pains to ensure Paki
stani military strength—she is a reliable
foe of communism. Korea and Vietnam
demonstrate the mighty efforts that can
be achieved when the great powers con
sider such necessary. For many years the
Bay of Bengal has been listed as one of
the world’s main disaster areas where
catastrophes occur regnlariy. I t is a fear
ful crime that countries can expend great
wealth on war and intervention when a
tiny preportion of this investment could
.gfye.;,a bnge measure of security to the
peasants of the delta.
The Free Society
In t h ^ comfortable surrounds x>f the
Lord Mayors banquet at Guildhall the
Prime Minister, Mr. Heath, gave us an
insight into his philosophy of govern?
ment. In his view it is 'the duty of the
Government to provide the framework
within which the abilities and energies
of the community -a s ^ w h o J^ ^^-b e
■f
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sophistication that the databank society
is growing up. From shaky beginnings
in large commercial organisations, and
government departments, development
has now reached a stage where, in the
USA, the compilation of a national,
databank is regarded by many as an
essential prerequisite of adequate govern
mental control, v
Largely due to the efforts of a few
socially-aware legislators and academics
in the USA, the proposal made, by the
Federal Bureau of the Budget, to estab
lish a National Data Centre was aban
doned. One interesting feature of that
proposal was that the Centre was con
ceived as' a repository, not for personal
dossiers, but for statistical information.
The fact that, since these statistics were
to be tagged with individuals' Social
Security numbers, they could be cor
related with other information, held in
other files, completely escaped the
originators of the scheme.
This lack of planning in itself is
appalling, though when the proposal is
studied in greater depth, it becomes
evident that no attention whatsoever was
devoted to questions of security and
secrecy. To quote froin the report
made to Congress on the initial
hearing of the Special Sub-committee
Investigating Invasion o f Privacy:
‘Spokesmen for the Bureau of the Budget
came to the sub-committee to discuss,
the Data Centre. Yet, under extensive
interrogation, the witnesses proved to
be at a distressing loss of words when
pressed for a detailed explanation of
the system and for specific safeguards
that could be built into the centre

to provide for the protection of the
individual’s right to privacy.
‘They seemed unable to comprehend the
ease with which a statistical data bank
could be converted into a possible dossier
centre, and they failed to realise the
potential I power of such a centre. This
is, we believe, the crux of the problem
with which we are faced.'
In the UK, no one has yet proposed
the setting-up of a National Databank.
However, no specific proposal need ever
be made. Many - Local Authorities,
government departments, public bodies
and large commercial organisations are
now either in possession of, or are in
the process of compiling, computer-based
filing systems. Any loose association
of two or more of these bodies .could
result in an interchange of information
representing a grave danger to civil
liberties, and to civilisation as we know
it
■flHHj
However, ,these potential dangers must
be viewed in perspective. The computerbased information system, or databank,
is not a Weapon, per se. It is not
the databank which threatens society,
any more than it is the filing cabinet.
The use of computers for information
retrieval merely means that data is
available to more people than before,
and in a fraction of the time previously
taken,
Manual filing systems have a variety
of in-built safeguards—they are cum
bersome in operation, and are limited by
requirements of physical space. This
means, in effect, that any person wishing
to learn a great deal about any other
person • is faced With an impossible

task, as information must be gathered
from a great variety of sources. If
these sources were ever to be brought
together, anyone who had access to the
system, whether legitimately or not,
would be in a position of great power.
Harold Wilson’s government was alive
to the dangers of misused databanks.
The Parliamentary Committee on Pri
vacy, known as the Younger Committee,
was set up, and amongst its terms of
reference it was instructed to examine
databanks in the private sector. The
fact that these terms specifically exclude
government databanks has annoyed many
people, though in fact, the Younger
Committee has made a very limited
contribution, even in its limited field.
Plans to introduce legislation to control
the use of databanks, notably the Data
Surveillance Bill, have, as yet, been un
successful. There are, however, various
Members of Parliament who intend to
introduce Bills to this end; Leslie Huckfield has stated his intention of doing
so under the Ten Minute Rule, though
that rule being as it is, this must be
taken as an indication of that man’s
good intentions, rather than as a serious
attempt to get such measjpes passed
into law.
Legislation, no matter how high the
penalties for infringement, can always
be circumvented. If the rewards are
high enough, there will invariably be
someone willing to risk the penalties.
Also, legislation tends only to apply
to those operating in the private sector.
Government has only to invoke the
‘public good’, or the Official Secrets
Act, to be above, the law. If such

The arch-conservative and

intellectual

D avid Jones.
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Contact Column if.
lor making contact:
Use is free, hut
donations towards
typesetting costs
are welcome

Male Spanish Anarchist, age 19, needs
wife very urgently, for obvious
reasons. Anyone willing to help
please write to Freedom Press.
Toward a Free and Comprehensive Family
Planning Service for Britain. Conway
Hall, 7 pjn. on Tuesday, December 8.
Admission Free. Organized by the
National Secular Society.
‘Agitator’. Price 1/-. A publication of
LSE SocSoc. Latest issue devoted to
‘Anarchism Today'. Obtainable from
Freedom Press.
Exeter Group. Anyone interested in get
ting a group together contact: Nigel
Outten, Westeria House, Cullompton
Hill, Bradninch, Exeter. If possible,
please write first.
Young anarchist requires accommodation
and employment in London area. If
you can help with either please con
tact Mark Johnston, 3 Roman Road,
Colchester, Essex.
George Foulser, now squatting as No.
090123, HM Prison, Jebb Avenue,
Brixtofi, S.W.2. Letters, books wel
comed ; ;
Impoverished student librarian, building
up a collection, would like back
copies o f' Anarchy and F reedom.
Some payment for yearly volumes.
Will be looked after and not locked
away. M. Tbres, Tideways,'Ynys-Ias, ,
Nr. Borth, Cards.
To Mike W. in Norwich: Thanks for
note. Address please? Dave and •
Patricia.
Durham Anarchists—new group being
formed. Contact Mike Mogie, 8
Mavin Street
Research Project Can you read German
perfectly? Would you like to help
an exciting research project on the
early history of the British anarchist
movement? Comrades willing to
translate rare Max Nettlau manu
script material as an unpaid labour
of love are needed. Please wnte to
Sam Wolf, Gonville & Cains College,
Cambridge.
24-Hour General Strike! Against Govern
ment’s proposed anti-Trade Union
and anti-working class legislation.
Close ALL factories, mines, offices,
building sites, ; universities and
schools on Tuesday, December &
Called by Liaison Committee for
the Defence of Trade -Unions.
Proposed Group: Kingston - on - Thames
and surrounding area,. Write to
Roger Willis, 69 Woodlands Avenue,
New Malden, Surrey,^
Comrades in Plymouth wishing to form
group or just meet other anarchists.
Contact: John Northey, 16 Adelaide
Street* Stonehouse, Plymouth.
Freedom Weekly? Eight pages, eveirjtweek? If all readers could get one
extra subscription—rit could be done.
* Ybji may prefer to sell jby the week.
We -can let you have copies on sale;

socialist' be warned against the dangers
of ‘anarchy5, showing the same convenient
ignorance of the meaning of the word as
other politicians.
Lord Robens was particularly incensed
when he was surrounded by a crowd of
angry miners who refused to be impressed
by his personage. He told the Press later
racist, Enoch Powell, who at least can be that he would have been prepared to
relied qn -for^coj^istency, would have spend as much as half an hour talking to
allowed Rolls. Roype to collapse. As a the men if only they behaved themselves.
man ofrpovrer,Heatii. cannot .afford the, _ Perixaps^ if only subconsciously, the men
luxury of principle. §§
reali sed^that the grace' of half^an houf
from the good lord would make little
DRUGS
difference to their positions in society.
Probably the.most dangerous drug in He complained that the leaders of the
common u^ge today is the cigarette. demonstrations in Yorkshire were not
The Royal. -College ^>f Physicians is' so communists but ‘power-conscious5 men.
convinced, on the b>a$is of extensive re Thiis is strikingly ironic when one con
search, of the connection between tobacco siders that Lord Robens and his ilk are
consumption and coronary thrombosis, the manipulators and possessors of power
bronchitis^ high blood pressure, cancer in our society. .When the workers fully
of the bladder and lungs, that it now understand this and assert that they will
advocates a cojfiplete ban on nicotine settle for nothing short of worker control
advertising.- >,
of industry—then the government can
At least ort this drug considerable justly complain of anarchy!
study has been done. And all to the good.
What must concern thinking people is THE STATE
that individuals are being persecuted and
‘The State! What is thdiP- jG ive ear
imprisoned for using drugs which either
are manifestly safer than nicotine—and to meT-now, for now l will speak to
cannabis stands dearly in this category-— you of the death of peoples. The State
or on which little or no research has is the coldest of all cold, masters, coldly
+tiie lie:
been done. Worse still, research is dis it utterest its: lie&rand'
couraged or even illegal. The most re that creepeth put o f .its mouth.: “I, the
nowned example of this is Dr. Timothy State,; am tM^p&ople” It is a lie!’—
11
bell
Leary, late of Harvard University where
he was a professor. Last week Dr. Ivor
Browne, professor of psychiatry at Uni
versity College, Dublin, and chief adviser
to the city’s psychiatric services declared
that he had taken LSD on three occa
sions, with profound influence on his life.
T or instance/che said, 1 do not think I
could ever foe seriously interested in
making money again.’ - *.
The political reaction was eminently
predictable. The chairman of the Dublin
Mental Health Board called for his im
mediate dismissal. This reaction is based
on a mixture of hysteria and ignorance.
When I was in Dublin a few months ago
I attended an alleged ‘seminar? ion the
subject of LSD in the American embassy.
There we were treated to a number of
American propaganda films—produced by PRESS FUND
the US Army for recruits—and addresses November 17 to 23 inc. ..
by suitably pious persons who had no London, S.E.18: F.Y. 1 % Ipswich: F.R.
qualifications at all for the subject under 51-; Sevcnoaks: B.R. 19/6; Yoric: S,M. £1;
discussion. We now live in an atmosphere Glasgow: B.W. £1; Southall9ED.S. 5/-; Wednesday discussion meetings at Free
where free discussion has become im Pcnarth: T.B. 8 / || Leeds: Direct Action
dom Meeting Hall from 8; pm,.
possible. Dr. Browne’s gesture is heroic, Group £1/10/-; New York: L.M. £1/16/-;J Urgent. Help fold and dispatch F reedom
and, on the basis of his qualifications, Wolverhampton: J.K.W. 2/?;^J.L. 5/-.
every Thursday from 4 p.m. onwards.
informed. The pity is that the law has
T otalj|g £8 8 6
Tea served.
made cold, rational judgment impossible.
Income Sales and Subs.:; £113 13 0 Please help. Union Of Anferican Exiles
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The old bogey'
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Road, London, N.l. ..
Los Amigos de_ Dnrrati. A group -of
In the ‘free society’ established by poli
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active campaigners in London dedi-ticians like Harold Wilson and Edward
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. cated to-the propagation of Anarchy
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(society organized without authority)
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encroachment of sectional interests'. Thus
the government is^/to be' seen, no&r.as,representing any selfish section, but as :an
MsforUment quite impersonal and dedi
cated" only to the common good. He then
immediately went on to assert that
reliance on the state did not produce
Britain's greatness but it was ‘freedom’
based on ‘individual development5 and
‘industrial expansion5.
Like all Tory politicians, Mr. Heath
knows how to strike the fervent, patriotic
note: ‘It was the acceptance of personal
responsibility, not dependence upon the'
central government, that made this small
island with its comparatively small popu
lation so dominant in the world.5 But
already a confusion of thought is evident.
On the one hand stands the government
providing the basis of justice for all, on
the other an ideal of private enterprise
where the rewards go to' the enterprising
or best equipped warriors of the rat race;
Mr. Heath’s case—well designed to fool
the gullible—bears little critical scrutiny.
"No government, least of all his, stands
above sectional interests. His glorifica
tion of the past shows his true position.
The past of greedy, unscrupulous indus
trialists where men, women and children
sweated out their lives ip make a few
wealthy. So vicious and unprincipled
were the tactics of the East India Com
pany—which did provide British invest
tors with enormous dividends—that the
government stepped in and established
its own hegemony in India. Today Mr.
Heath pretends fo detest the policy of
apartheid in South Africa but is deter
mined, influenced in no small measure
by the fat profits involved, to supply the
government there with armaments which
can hardily weaken its tyranny.
Today I doubt if Mr. Heath believes
we live in the ‘free society5which he says
.is established. Professional economists
and politicians who support him have as
their fundamental premiss that this is
achieved. If they are right they are; fully
justified in drawing up ground rules for
the organisation of society. The present
government, supported by eminent aca
demics, in fact is drawing up such rules
as the forthcoming bill on labour rela
tions indicate. ‘Playing the game5 is to
become a principle of law. What is most
odious about the government's tactics is
not the preservation of its own interests
and the sections it specially represents
but, rather, the sanctimonious lie that a
good society is already achieved, that the
only problems are matters of mechanics.
So- far, the exercise of the latter has been
limited to making the health and social
services ^more expensive, withdrawing
freeymeals from ^schoolchildren, and—in
defiance of the sacred principles of prte
vate enterpri^S—rescuing Rolls Royce
iyiffit an initial bountj^rif £56 ’ntillion.

governmental misuse were to come about,
the citizen wishing for privacy would
have no recourse but to opt out of
society entirely.
It is well for the computer industry
to acknowledge its social responsibilities,
for it is the computer industry which
must provide the machines and expertise
to implement these proposals. It is the
computer professional who must decide
on a personal level, whether or not such
skills complement the public good.
Technicians are rarely philosophers, are
rarely schooled in ethics. This is not a
choice which can be made for one;
one must make up one's own mind, and
make every effort to influence society
into pursuing a course nearer sanity.

Please!

Ac a self-declared ‘life-long
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TF EACH MEMBER of society is to have the opportunity of earning his living by his own labour—without as a result enslaving
himself to anyone else, either to a private individual, or to a company, or to a union—he must obviously always have the oppor
tunity of acquiring that spade with which he wishes to dig, that cotton from which he wishes to spin thread or weave cloth, that
bread, those clothes, that room to live in, that place to work in, before he can manufacture anything having an exchange value for
society. It is apparent that in previous times production was so simple that all this did not require a vast accumulation of the
initial products of personal labour, that anyone, though working only with the instruments of labour available in his family, only
on those raw materials which he took free of charge from nature, could produce useful exchange values. But now—and the pro
gress of society consists in this—the preliminary accumulation of the products of labour for the creation of instruments of labour
and the storing of raw material must be so great that it can no longer be the business of a private individual or a group of individuals.
It is therefore clear that if it is desirable that a person setting
to work should not enslave himself, should not give up part of.
his labour, his strength, his independence, either temporarily
o rp e rm a n e n tly , to private individuals whose arbitrary power
will always determine how great that part shall be, then it is
necessary that private individuals should control neither the
instruments of labour (tools, machines, factories), nor the places of
cultivation of raw materials (the earth), nor the raw materials
previously stored up, nor the means of storing and transporting
them to particular places (the means of communication, ware
houses, and so on), n o r the means of existence during work (the
supplies of the means of subsistence and housing).
So we arrive at the elimination in that future system whose
realisation we desire, of any property of individuals, of any pro
perty of an incorporated company, a union, and so on.
Those writers of previous times who came to this conclusion
saw no other way out than the transfer of all the capital of
society to the state—that is, to a powerful organisation represent
ing in itself the interests of society and managing all alfairs
which concern the whole of society.
It was left to it to guarantee each member of society the oppor
tunity of obtaining the necessary instruments of labour, and so
on; it was also left to it to distribute among the members of
society those goods made by them. But precisely because of
this, the brilliant dreams of the followers of these thinkers did
not find enough adherents among those people who would have
to put these dreams into practice. In the ideal of these thinkers
only one aspect of life is considered—the economic. Those who
were used to thinking in a concrete way understood very well
that no matter what combination of conditions was worked out
so that this government should express the views of the majority,
that no matter how mobile, flexible and susceptible to change its
composition might be, the group of individuals to whom society
gives up its rights would always be a power separate from
society, trying to widen its influence, its interference in the affairs
of each separate individual. And the wider the sphere of activity
of this government, the greater the danger of the enslavement of
society, the greater the probability that the government would
stop being the expression of the interests and desires of the
majority.
So both the masses and many individual thinkers long ago
realised that the transfer of this most essential element of the
life of society into the hands of any elected government at all
would be the source of the most crucial inconvenience, if not the
actual suicide of society. . . .

Peter Kropotkin in 1873
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SOCIAL REVOLUTION
In our opinion the realisation of our ideal must be brought
about through a social revolution. Here we do not flatter our
selves at all with the hope that the ideal will be put completely
into effect in the Srst revolution; indeed we are convinced that
for the realisation of the equality we have sketched, many years
are still needed, and many limited—perhaps even general—out
bursts. But we are also convinced that the more completely, the
more widely the demands of the masses are set out from the
very first revolution, the more clearly and concretely these
demands are expressed—then the more the first step will destroy
those cultural forms which hinder the realisation of the socialist
system, the more disorganised those forces and attitudes which
present social and state life cling to; then the successive up
heavals will be more peaceful, and successively large-scale im
provements in the attitude of the people will follow.
So our goal must be to apply our strength to hastening this
outburst, so as to illuminate those hopes and aspirations* which
exist in the great majority in vague forms, so that in time we
shall be able to take advantage of the circumstances in which
an outburst may have the most favourable outcome, so that in
the end the outburst itself will occur in the name of clearly
expressed demands, and exactly in the name of those we have
stated. . . .

in isolation, but merely as a more distinct, more complete ex
pression of the demands of the people themselves; in short, it
is clear that such a party cannot be a group of people outside
the peasants and workers, but must be the focus of the most
conscious and decisive forces of the peasants and workers. Any
party standing outside the people—especially one that comes
from the upper class—however much it is inspired with a wish
for the welfare of the people, however well it expresses the
demands of the people, will inevitably be doomed to failure,
like all the rest, as soon as the insurgent people with their first
actions open up the gulf between the upper and lower classes.
And we can see in this a completely deserved retribution for the
fact that the members of this party were previously unable to
become the comrades of the people, but instead remained superior
leaders. Only those whose previous way of life and previous
actions are entirely of a kind which deserves the faith of the
peasants and workers will be listened to; and these will be only
the activists among the peasants themselves, and those who
wholeheartedly give themselves up to the people’s cause, and
prove themselves not with heroic deeds in a moment of enthusiasm
but with the whole previous ordinary life; those who, dis
carding any tinge of the upper class, enter into close relations
with the peasants and workers, linked by personal friendship
and confidence. . . .

PREPARE THE WAY
WORDS AND DEEDS
We are profoundly convinced that no revolution is possible
We consider it to be a crucial mistake to set up as an end the
if the need for it is not felt among the people themselves. No
handful of individuals, however energetic and talented, can creation of agitators among the people who keep themselves at
arouse a popular insurrection if the people themselves through a distance from the people and move in the sphere of their
their best representatives do not come to the realisation that colleagues of the intelligentsia. It is impossible suddenly to
they have no other way out of the situation they are dissatisfied cross at a given moment from the sphere of the intelligentsia to
with except insurrection. Therefore the task of any revolutionary the environment of the people, just as one pleases. The sphere
party is not to call for insurrection but only to prepare the way of the intelligentsia permanently leaves a characteristic stamp on
for the success of the approaching insurrection—that is, to'unitc those who move in it, and it is necessary to renounce this first
the dissatisfied elements, to increase the knowledge of individual to have success among the people. It is impossible to become
units or groups about the aspirations and actions of other such a populist agitator in a few days; it is necessary to be trained
groups, to help the people in defining more clearly the real causes in this work. For this reason, we consider that the best means
of dissatisfaction, to help them in identifying more clearly their real for the achievement of our aim is to proceed immediately to
among the people, no matter how small the circle of
enemies, stripping the mask from enemies who hide behind some 'activity
individuals who have come to this conclusion. We are also
respectable disguise, and, finally, to contribute to the illumination convinced that it is impossible to rally the people in the name
of both the immediate practical ends and the means of putting of future activity, or at least extremely difficult, and that it is
them into practice; . . .
much easier to rally the people in the name of an activity
whose feasibility and appropriateness everyone can believe in
PEASANTS AND WORKERS
now, and in which one can engage in immediately. By showing
Where should our activity be directed, where should we mainly results which have been achieved, and by acting on people not
spread our ideas and look for like-minded people—among the only through words, but through both words and deeds, it is
student youth and upper classes, or among the peasants and considerably easier to convince them of the things one is onself
workers?
'
convinced of. . . .
We can answer this question categorically, and we consider this
answer to bp the fundamental position in our practical programme:
undoubtedly among the peasants and workers. Here we must spread E x p la n a to ry N otes
our ideas, here we must look for comrades who will help in the fur
ther dissemination of these ideas; with these comrades we must enter
These are passages from a 20,000-word memorandum which
into a friendly and closely united organisation. We do not wish Kropotkin drew up in November 1873 (at the age of 30)
to break off relations with the educated section of society, and for his comrades in the Russian populist movement. In 1874
especially not with the section of student youth; but, refusing his group, the Chaikovski Circle, was broken up by arrests
to take on the permanent role of instructing this youth in a given (including his own), and his manuscript was seized by the
direction, we shall enter into close relations only with those police; it has remained in the Russian state archives ever since,
groups or individuals who immediately inspire the confidence or being printed in Russia in 1921 and 1964. The first English
the almost certain hope that they will direct their future activity translation, by Victor Ripp (from which the above extracts are
among the peasants and workers. For the mass of educated adapted), is contained in a new American anthology of Kropotkin’s
youth we are prepared to do only one thing: to disseminate, and works—Selected Writings on Anarchism and Revolution, edited
—if the cause cannot be spread without our assistance, and also by Martin A. Miller (374pp. Massachusetts Institute of Tech
if we have enough energy to spare—to prepare those books nology Press. $12.50, paperback $3.50)—which will soon be
which directly assist the explanation of our ideals and our ends, published in this country as well. Unfortunately the book is
which make available those facts which show the complete badly edited and over-priced, and largely consists of familiar
inevitability of the social upheaval and the necessity to unite, material, but it is valuable for this important early work.
to organise the awakened strength of the people. . . .
This book is just one example of the growing interest in
Kropotkin, which will reach a climax next year with the fiftieth
DEMANDS OF THE PEOPLE
anniversary of his death in February, and the consequent release
The insurrection must take place among the peasants and of his works from copyright. In the United States there have
workers themselves. Only then can it count on success. But no been several series of reprints of his books in English. More
less necessary for the success of the insurrection is the existence such reprints and more new translations and collections of his
among the insurrectionists themselves of a strong, friendly, active works may be expected; in the meantime this second Freedom
group of people who, acting as a link between the various areas, Pamphlet on Kropotkin in the present series rescues some more
and having clearly worked out how to express the demands of of his lesser-known writings from oblivionthe people, how to avoid various traps, how to bring about their additional material written for English, Italian and Russian
victory, are agreed on the means of action. It is moreover clear editions of his book Paroles d’un Revolte between 1894 and
that such a party must not stand outside the people, but among 1919. Editorial introductions and explanatory notes have been
them, but act not as the champion of outside ideas elaborated provided by Nicolas Walter.
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Motes to additions to Words o f a R ebel
/^AESARISM WAS the tendency towards the establishment
of another Empire in France, following those of Napoleon I
and Nupoleon HI, especially at the time of the Dreyfus affair
during the last few years of the ninteenth century (Kropotkin
wrote a series of articles on the subject during that period—
see F reedom. April-June 1899). Boulangism was the tendency
towards the establishment of a military dictatorship in France,
especially in the case of Georges Boulanger (1837-1891), a
professional soldier who became minister of war in 1886 and
almost attempted a quasi-fascist coup d’etat in 1889. but lost
his nerve and fled to Belgium where he shot himself.
Tortures reminiscent of the Inquisition were used in Spain
against left-wing prisoners, especially anarchists, during the
1890s, particularly by the political police (Brigada Social) in
Montjuich prison, above all following the wave of workers'
riots and bomb explosions in Barcelona in 1896: some of the
facts came to light during a mass trial in December 1896.
which led to an international outcry (see F reedom throughout
1897, and especially two special supplements in November 1897
and March 1898). It was partly in revenge for this repression
that Michele Angiolillo assassinated the Spanish prime minister,
Canovas del Castillo, in August 1897. Demonstrators were
machine-gunned in Milan on May 7, 1898, at the height of
widespread disturbances culminating in ncar-insurrcction in several
parts of Italy; it was partly in revenge for this repression that
Gaetano Bresci assassinated the Italian king. Umberto I. in
July 1900.
Louis-Philippe (1773-1850) was the liberal king of France
between the revolutions of 1830 and 1848. Louis Blanc (1811-1882)
was the most important early state socialist in France, being
for a time a member of the provisional government in 1848.

Constantin Pecqucur (1801-1887) and Franco.is Vidal (1814-1872)
were leading theoreticians of state socialism in France during the
1848 republic. Fran?ois Babcuf (1760-1797) was the main
socialist in the Conspiracy of Equals, a radical putsch against
the bourgeois Directory in 1796, for which be was guillotined
but after which he became the symbol of authoritarian socialism.
Etienne Cabct (1788-1856) was a French socialist whose Voyage
to Icaria (1839) described an authoritarian communist utopia
which he later tried to put into practice in the United States.
Armand Barbes (1809-1870) and Auguste Blanqui. (1805-1881)
were leading French revolutionary conspirators during the 1830s,
especially in the 1839 putsch, and both spent many years in
prison: Blanqui remained the best-known revolutionary socialist
in France until his death. Wilhelm Weitling (1808-1871) was
a German religious communist who was well known as a
writer of utopian tracts between 1838 and 1848; he was briefly
associated with the German League of the Just, which in 1847
became Marxist and changed its name to the Communist League,
for which Marx and Engels wrote the Communist Manifesto
in 1848. Comme nous ferons la revolution, a syndicalist utopia
by the anarchist journalists, Emile Pouget and Emile Pataud,
was published in Paris in 1909 with an intrduction by Kropotkin;
an English translation—Syndicalism and the Co-operative Com
monwealth: How we shall bring about the Revolution—was
published in Oxford in 1913 with Kropotkin's introduction and
a new foreword by Tom Mann. Robert Owen (1771-1858) was
a successful business manager in Britain who became a utopian
socialist in Britain and the United States, and who was for a
time the main figure in the Grand National Consolidated Trades
Union, the short-lived but enormous general union of the
mid-1830s in England.
. N.W.

In tro d u ctio n to P o s t s c r ip ts by M. W .
ROPOTKIN SOMETIMES WROTE new material to go
K
with translations of Paroles (Tun Rcvoltc prepared during his
lifetime. This usually added little fresh information or argument
to the book, but in three cases he produced some significant new
material: a note for a projected English edition in the 1890s:
a preface for the first Italian edition in 1904; and a postcript
for the last Russian edition in 1919. These three items have
been brought together here to indicate how Kropotkin viewed
his first political book at various times between its original
publication in 1885 and his death in 1921; they also give an
interesting impression of his changing preoccupations over this
period.
An English translation of several chapters from Paroles d'un
R6voltc was serialised in the Sheffield Anarchist from March 1894
to March 1895 by David Nicoll.* An editorial note to the
first item—T he Situation’—stated: ‘These articles were written
in 1882 [sic]. They are perhaps the best purely Educational
matter on Anarchy that can be published’ (18 March, 1894).
The second instalment of ‘the Spirit of Revolt’ was followed by
an undated note signed ‘P.K.’ (20 January, 1895). Three years
later this note was reprinted at the end of the translation of
the first half of The Spirit of Revolt which David Nicoll published
—together with a translation of La Carmagnole—as a pamphlet
(London. 1898). It was presumably intended to go with a
complete English edition of Paroles d'un Rcvoltc. but this
never materialized.
Kropotkin’s note is significant because of the time that it
appeared. This was a few months after Emil Pougct’s paper-^
newly revived in exile in London—published his call for
anarchists to join the labour movement (‘A roublard, rpublard
et demi\ Lc Pere Pcinard. first half of October 1894), and a
few months before Jean Grave’s paper—newly revived in Paris
—published Fernand Pellouticr's similar call (L’anarchismc et
les syndicats ouvriers’. Les Temps Nottvcaux. 2/8 November,
1895). Kropotkin’s contribution should therefore be seen as part
of a campaign by the traditional anarchist leaders against the
involvement of anarchists in individual propaganda by deed,

which had recently culminated in a series of bomb outrages
(especially in France) and in favour of a return to the involve
ment of anarchists in mass direct action, which was beginning
to emerge in the syndicalist movement (especially in France
again). It is interesting that even in a note for English readers
Kropotkin concentrated his attention on French affairs.
The first complete Italian edition of Paroles d'un Revolte—
Parole d'un ribellc (Geneva, 1904)—was publishedby Luigi
Bertoni, the Swiss-Italian. anarchist who produced a bilingual
paper—Lc Revetl in French, II Risveglio in Italian—in Geneva
from 1900 to 1946. t Bertoni asked Kropotkin for a preface,
which was first published in the original French (from which
the present translation has been made) in Lc Reveil on 4 June,
1904, and then in the book the following month; it later appeared
in the Yiddish edition of Paroles d'un Revoltc (London, 1900,
Bertoni had invited Kropotkin to explain why the imminent
revolution had not in fact occurred, and the reply is one' of
the most revealing of Kropotkin’s writings, displaying his growing
obsession with French affairs and his nationalist tendencies
which culminated in open support for the Allies in the First
World War. It is worth mentioning that the revolution which
Kropotkin still insisted on predicting did in fact begin to
break out within a few months—in Russia in 1905, followed
by Turkey in 1908. Spain in 1909, Mexico and Portugal in 1910,
China in 1911. Italy in 1914—but these outbreaks remain abortive
until the war he also continued to predict
During the Russian revolution, the anarchist movement was
active and fairly influential for a short period, Kropotkin
returned to his native land in 1917 after forty years' exile, and
his works were published in many editions, especially by the
anarcho-syndicalist group which produced the paper
(Voice of Labour). When anarchist papers were suppressed
by the new Bolshevik government in 1918. the group^m tinued
to print and circulate pamphlets and books, and just after
Kropotkin’s death it published the last Russian etiitipn of Paredes
d'un R fvolti—Rechi buniovnika (Pctrograd and Moscow, 1921).
Kropotkin had written a short preface and a long postscript fear
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the book two years earlier. The preface is of minor importance;
but the postscript expanded the argument of the book’s last
chapter—‘Expropriation’—in the light of the revolution which
had at last occurred and was going on around him, not just
in Russia but also in Austria, China, Egypt, Germany, Holland,
Hungary, India, Italy, Mexico, Scotland, Spain and Turkey, with
echoes in Australia, Canada, England, South Africa, the United
States and so on. A French translation of the postscript appeared
in La Voix du Travail in March 1927 and in Le Reveil on
1/17 May, 1930; a Spanish summary by Max Nettlau appeared
in La Revista Blanca on 1 June, 1927; and an English extract
appeared in Roger Baldwin’s edition of Kropotkin’s Revolutionary
Pamphlets (New York, 1927, reprinted 1968 and 1970, pp. 76-78.);
both the preface and the postcript later appeared in the Chinese
edition of/ Paroles d’un Revolte (Shanghai, 1948). .
The main intention of the postcript was to restate one of the
basic principles of Kropotkin’s thought during the half-century
of his political career—that the social revolution must be carried
out through the immediate expropriation of all property and
raw materials and of all instruments of production and distri
bution, and through their direct management at a local level
by the masses of the people. Kropotkin also stressed several
related points—that this expropriation should not involve depriving
the peasants of land they worked themselves; that there is
no point making theoretical plans for future society without a
sound practical knowledge of present society; that the division
of the world into exploiting and exploited countries is just as
bad as the division of society into exploiting and exploited
classes, and will lead to further wars if it is not brought to

an end; that at the same time the industrial workers should
take care not to exploit the agricultural workers (a sensitive
point in early Bolshevik Russia); that because of the low level
of reserves of food and of other essential goods, there will be
a severe shortage after any revolution which can only be solved
by a drastic increase in production under workers’ control (a
considerable revision of his earlier view that large reserves were
available if only they were properly distributed); and, above
all, that no government—let alone a party dictatorship—could
succeed in the necessary work of carrying out the social revo
lution and of establishing the anarchist communism which he
dreamt of to the end of his life. The whole is one of the
most important of Kropotkin’s last writings, and may be seen
as his final thoughts on the subject of his first political book.
*David Nicoll (1859-1919) way an anarchist intellectual who was
active in the Socialist League, editing the Commonweal in
. succession to William Morris from 1890 to 1892, when he way
imprisoned for attacking the police and judge responsible for
framing four anarchists in the Walsall Bomb Plot. After his
release he campaigned for anarchists in jail and against police
spies in the movement. He produced the Sheffield Anarchist
from 1894 to 1896, and a revived Commonweal from 1896 to
1901, and also several pamphlets. His sense of injustice became
unbalanced, and he died in extreme poverty.
t There is a morbid interest in knowing that among those who
helped with the translation was Benito Mussolini, at that time
an obscure socialist of twenty living in Switzerland to avoid
military service in Italy.

NOTE TO THE ENGLISH EDITION (1895)
T H E S E PAPERS WERE written in 1881, when, there being
almost no traces of revival of the Socialist movement in
France, the revolutionist who could not bear the present con
ditions, had nothing left to him but to rebel individually against
the oppression he could not live under.
Since that time, the conditions have changed. A great move
ment has began [sic] all over Europe in the labouring masses—
infinitely deeper than what we see of it on the surface in the
so-called Labour Parties. The usual next step has been made,
from individual rebellion to a mass movement of the workers
towards their liberation—unconscious to a great extent, permeated
yet to a great extent with superstitions about the State and the
would-be Saviours, and very easily deviated from its final aims
of emancipation of mankind from the clutches of Capital and
Authority—but a mass movement of the workers themselves.
In such conditions, it becomes of first necessity to merge all

individual efforts in that movement, and to do the utmost to
direct it to what we consider to be the real way to freedom.
Never compromising in any way; always telling the truth—only
the truth, and all the truth—to combat everywhere the old super
stitions, to inspire the movement with the grand ideas which we
share and the vigour borrowed from these ideas, which alone
may cope with the immense obstacles accumulated in the way
of liberation of the masses.
Individuals awaken human thought in times of general slumber
ing. But a Social Revolution can not [sic] be the work of
individuals. It will be the work of the masses. And its results
will entirely depend upon the amount of true conceptions per
meating the masses.
These are the ideas which I have never ceased to develop in
all my writings.
P.K.

PREFACE TO THE ITALIAN EDITION (1904)
rp H E FIRST CHAPTERS of this book, written in 1879, speak
of the social revolution as an imminent fact. The awakening
of the proletariat which was then taking place in France after
the period of mourning for the Commune, the expansion which
the labour movement was achieving in the Latin countries, the
spirit of the Russian youth, the rapid spread of socialist ideas
which was then being carried out in Germany (though the Ger
mans had remained resistant for a very long time to French
socialism), and finally the economic conditions of Europe—all
this seemed to presage the approaching arrival of a great social
European revolution. Revolutionaries and moderates agreed then
in predicting that the bourgeois regime, shaken by the revolution
of 1848 and the Commune of Paris, could not long resist the
attack of the European proletariat. Before the end of the cen
tury the collapse would come. Even those who opposed our
revolutionary tactic and put parliamentarianism in its place did
not wish to get left behind, and calculated with the voting figures
in their hands that well before the end of the century they would
have won a majority in the German parliament, decreed the
expropriation, and accomplished the social revolution, by ballot,
well before the Latin peoples.
‘And yet,’ we are now told—by some with regret, and by others
in triumph—‘here we are already in the twentieth century, and
the promised revolution still delays its arrival!’ One might
even believe—it has been said at least in the camp of the rich—
that the triumph of the bourgeoisie is more assured today than
ever before. The workers seem to have lost hope in a revolution.

They content themselves with sending some deputies to parlia
ment, and they hope in this way to obtain all kinds of favours
from the state.
Even their demands are reduced to quite small concessions on
the part of the exploiters. At the very most the worker who is
converted to social democracy dares hope that one day he will
become an employee of the state—a sort of very minor official
who, after twenty-five or thirty years of submission, will receive
a small pension.
As for wider aims, as for the revolution which used to promise
to stir up all ideas and to begin a new era of civilization: as for
this future of happiness, of dignity, of emancipation, of equality
which the worker had once foreseen for his children—all this,
we are told today, is fantasy. A whole school of socialists has
even beqn established who claim to possess a science of their
own, according to which it can be proved that revolution is a
misconception. ‘Discipline, submission to leaders—and every
thing that can be done for the workers will be done in parliament.
Forget the gun, forget 1793, 1848 and 1871, help the bourgeoisie
to seize colonies in Africa and Asia, exploit the Negro and the
Chinese with them, and everything will be done for you that can
be done—without upsetting the bourgeoisie too much. Just one
condition: forget this word, this illusion of revolution!’
*
*
*
Well, aren’t all these gentlemen triumphing too soon? To begin
with, we have scarcely entered the twentieth century; and if ten
or twenty years count f o r a lot in the life of the individual, they
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count for only very little or nothing in historical events. Doesn’t
an event of such immense importance as the social revolution
deserve to be granted the latitude of a few years?
No, we were not deceived when, twenty-five years ago, we saw
die social revolution coming. Today it is just as inevitable as
it was a quarter of a century ago. Only we must recognize that
we had not then plumbed the full depths of the reaction which
would bring the defeat of France in 1870 and 1871, and the
triumph of the German military empire. We had not measured
the length of the delay which was going to be produced in the
European revolutionary movement following that defeat and
that victory.
If the war of 1870-1871 had simply displaced military power
from France to Germany, that would have had no consequence
for the development of the revolutionary socialist movement.
But the war had gone infinitely farther: for thirty years it was
to paralyse France. With Metz two or three days from Paris—
not just a simple fortress, but a fortified camp from which half
a million men, fully equipped to the last gun-sling, could be
thrown against the capital twenty-four hours after (or rather,
before) the declaration of war; with the Triple, and later the
Quadruple, Alliance ready to tear France to pieces—and that
danger has not stopped weighing on France until the very last
few years; with the flower of French youth decimated, whether
on the battlefield or in the streets of Paris: in these conditions,
how could France not pass through a quarter-century of mili
tarism, not submit to Rome for fear of a civil war, not be
infatuated by the Russian alliance? It was inevitable, it was
fatal. And when today we look back—we who have fought from
day to day against clericalism and militarism, Caesarism and
Boulangism—we may confess that we are astonished at one thing:
it is that France was able to pass through this dark period
without surrendering to a new Caesar.
If the Boulangist adventure, supported by all the power of the
Anglo-American bankers, the clericals and royalists of all Europe,
came despite everything to such a pitiful end; if France did not
become clerical, when England is ‘catholicising’ itself so well
and when Germany seems to be moving in the same direction;
if we are at last seeing France at the end of these dark years
finding itself again, taking a new lease of life and producing this
fine new generation which, is going to take the place which is
its due in the movement for the renewal of the civilised world—
it is because the strength of the revolutionary current, was in fact
much more powerful than it seemed to those who saw only the
surface of events.
Let them deliver anathemas as long as they wish against the
brave revolutionaries—above all against the anarchists who were
able to raise high the red flag, to keep France on its guard, and
sometimes to remove from the political arena those who were
keeping a place warm for other reactionaries even more open
in their reaction; let them curse them as much as they like!
History will record that it is to their energy, to the agitation
which they fed with their blood that we owe the fact that
European reaction is being kept within bounds. The truth is
that the revolutionary party, weak as it was in numbers, had to
display an immense, fierce energy to put a curb on reaction both
internal and external. We certainly had not exaggerated this
strength; for without it what would have become of us now?
And the same thought may be applied word for word to Spain
and Italy. Which of us Would have risked predicting that in
Spain they would have tried to reintroduce the tortures of the
Inquisition against the rebellious workers? Who would have
risked predicting the machine-gunnings in Milan? Well, they
dared do it! Dared only: for the reply of the workers was soon
able to bring these ‘extremists’ to reason.
♦
|
|
Only today can we appreciate the extent of the check which was
produced in Europe following the Franco-Prussian war. The
worst of the defeats of 1870 and 1871 was that they led to the
intellectual obliteration of France.
The necessity in which the French nation was placed, of
dreaming before everything of preserving its existence, its popular
genius, its civilising influence, its existence as a nation, paralysed
revolutionary thought. The idea of an insurrection evoked that
of a civil war, which would be brought to an end by foreign
guns coming to the rescue of bourgeois order. And on the other
hand everything in France that had been most energetic, most
enthusiastic, most devoted—a whole generation had perished in
the great struggle which began after the siege of Paris. A whole
generation of revolutionaries, drawn to Paris under the Empire,
had perished at the time of the massacres which followed the
fall of the Commune. The whole intellectual life of France felt

the effect. It was lowered, diminished, and fell into the hands
of the impotent, the sick, the fearful.
This collapse of France meant the collapse not only of a nation
which had stood in the forefront of civilisation, but of the whole
period Europe had lived through from 1848. Europe returned to
1849, to 1830. Victorious Germany was able to take the intel
lectual lead which until then had belonged to France and in great
measure to Italy. But if Germany had indeed given to the
world a certain number of thinkers, of poets, and of scholars,
it had no revolutionary past. And in its political and social
development it was in the position that France had been in under
Louis-Philippe. Representative government, introduced in Ger
many in 1871, had the attraction of novelty; and if it had had, in
Weitling and his successors, a few enthusiastic communists, mostly
refugees, the socialist movement in Germany itself had just been
recently imported, and for this reason it had to go through the
same stages which it had passed through in France: the state
socialism of Louis Blanc, and the state collectivism which
Pecqueur and Vidal had formulated for the 1848 Republic.
In this way the spirit of Europe fell to the level which it had
previously occupied under Louis-Philippe. Socialism itself, being
turned back again, returned to the capitalist state of Louis Blanc,
while losing the clearness and simplicity which the Latin spirit
had given it. Further, it took a centralizing character, hostile
to the Latin spirit, which was imposed on it by the German spirit,
for which the union of the small German states into a single
empire had been a dream for thirty years.
Several other causes could also be mentioned to explain the
strength of the reaction. One of them is colonial expansion.
Today the European bourgeoisie is enriching itself not only from
the labour of the workers of its own countries. Profiting from
the facility of international transport, it has slaves and serfs
everywhere—in Asia Minor, in Africa, in the Indies, in China.
The tributaries are all backward states. The bourgeoisies of
England, France, Holland and Belgium are becoming more and
more the moneylenders of the world, living on their dividends.
Whole states are mortgaged by the bankers of London, Paris, New
York, and Amsterdam. Examples are Greece, Egypt, Turkey, and
China; and Japan is already being prepared for this role, a dear
ally being lent to at 6 or rather 7 per cent, and all its customs
revenues being mortgaged. In this way a few concessions can be
gladly made to the European worker, the state can gladly main
tain his children at school, it can even give him a few francs’
pension at the age of sixty—provided he helps the bourgeoisie
conquer serfs and make vassal states of the stock exchange in
Asia and Africa.
And finally it would also be necessary to mention the counter
revolutionary effort which was made by all the Christian churches,
but which came above all from Rome, in order to stem by all
methods the revolution whose tide could be seen to be rising.
The assault which was made against materialism, the campaign
which was waged with so much skill against science in general,
the putting on the Index of works and men, which was practised
so assiduously by so many secular, political and religious organis
ations—all that would have to be mentioned to give an idea of
the immense counter-revolutionary activity which was put in
hand to combat the revolution. But all this is only secondary in
the context of the dominant fact which we have just indicated:
the collapse of France, its temporary exhaustion, and the in
tellectual domination of Germany which, despite all the admirable
qualities of its genius and its people, was, by the very virtue of
its geographical position and of its whole past, thirty to forty
years behind France.
In this way, the revolution was delayed. But—is this a reason
for saying that it is postponed indefinitely? Nothing would be
more contrary to the truth, nothing would be more absurd than
such an assertion.
A striking phenomenon has appeared in the development of
the socialist movement. As was once said of inflammatory
diseases, it has been ‘driven in’. So many external remedies have
been applied to kill it that it has been driven into the organism:
it exists there in a latent form. The worker votes; he follows
the banners in political processions; but his thoughts are else
where. ‘All that isn’t it,’ he says to himself. ‘That’s the outside,
only the show.’ As for the inside, the substance—he is con
sidering: he is waiting before giving his opinion. And in the
meantime he is setting up his trade unions—international, crossing
frontiers, ‘Don’t trust these unions,’ said a member of a com
mission named by one of the Canadian states the other day.
‘Don’t trust them: what the workers are dreaming about in these
federated unions is seizing an American state, a territory, one
day and proclaiming the revolution there and expropriating—
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without any compensation—all they find necessary to live and
work.’
‘Yes, no doubt they vote, they obey you,’ the German bour
geoisie says to the leaders of the Social Democratic Party. ‘But
don’t rely on them too far! They will disown you yourselves on
the day of the revolution if you don’t become much more revo
lutionary than you are today. Let the smallest revolution come,
and it is always the most advanced party which takes the lead
and will force you to move. You are their leaders—you must
follow them!’
And from all sides the same signs of the times force themselves
on our attention. The worker votes, demonstrates, for lack of
anything better—but all over the world another movement, much
more serious, is being prepared and is maturing silently. Blanqui
once said that in Paris there were 5.0,000 men, workers who never
went to a single meeting, who belonged to no organisation—but
when the day came they would come out into the streets, would
fight, and would carry out the revolution. The same thing seems
to be happening today among the workers of the whole world.
They have their idea, an idea of their own; and to make this
idea become real one day they are working with enthusiasm.
They don’t even speak about it: they understand one another.
They know that in one way or another they will one day have

to shoulder their rifles and give battle to the bourgeoisie. How?
When? Following what event? Who knows! But that day will
come. It is not far away. A few more years of effort, and the
idea of the general strike will have gone round the world. It
will have penetrated everywhere, found supporters everywhere,
enthusiasts—and then?
Then, helped by some event or other, we shall see! And—ga
ira\-~-it will come, and they will dance to bring in a new world.
Our enemies believe that they have buried all these dreams so
well. Even our friends wonder whether in fact the burial has
not been successful. Yet see how the idea, still the same, the
one which made our hearts beat thirty years ago, is reappearing,
as alive, as young, as fine as ever: expropriation as an end, and
the general strike as a means of paralysing the bourgeois world
in all countries at once.
But then—is this the social revolution: coming now from the
very inspiration of the people, from the ‘lower depths’, where all
the great ideas have always germinated when a new idea became
necessary to regenerate the world?
Yes, this is the social revolution. Get ready to make it
succeed, to bear all its fruit, to sow all these great ideas which
make your heart beat and which make the world go round.
May 1904.

POSTSCRIPT 0T THE RUSSIA! EDITION (1921)
rp H E QUESTION of the reconstruction of life by the social
revolution was only lightly touched on in general terms in
the last chapter of this book. This chapter must serve, so to
speak, as an introduction to the second part of the work in hand
—the constructive part—which I was only able to occupy myself
with three years later, when I came out of prison. But since
this chapter contains within itself traces of a long discussion on
the question of the extent of expropriation which had taken
place within the Jurassian, Italian, and Spanish federations of
the International, it is worth saying a little about it here.
We were in complete agreement that private ownership of land
was finished and that the future belonged to communist possession
of land. But we considered it unjust and unprofitable to drive
from their plots the peasants who worked their land themselves
without the help of hired workers, to demolish their houses and
their fences, to cut down their gardens, and to rework their land
with a steam-plough, as the centralist and statist revolutionaries
imagined.
Such an idea was preached in France, after the fall of Rohespierre and the Jacobins, by the communist Babeuf, who made
it the basis of his Conspiracy of Equals, and this same idea was
also developed later by Cabet in his Voyage to Icarus, and among
his followers it is necessary to note during the period from 1830
to 1840 the members of the French secret societies founded by
Barbcs and Blanqui, as well as the League of the Just, a German
society founded by Weitling, from which it passed into the
Communist Manifesto of Marx and Engels.
In this manifesto, the end of social revolution was, as in the
previous programmes of the Blanquists and Babeuf, the total
abolition of private property and its transfer into the hands of
the state. As for production, it would be necessary to introduce,
as in Babeuf, labour which was obligatory, universal and equal
for all and, to this end, ‘the organisation of industrial armies,
especially as regards agriculture’. The state socialists of France
preached in favour of these same industrial armies in the 1880s.1
We naturally could not accept such a programme of expro
priation. Knowing the various forms of agriculture, on both
large and small scales, forms which it necessarily takes in places
of varying kinds (this is marked above all in France), we could
not consider the destruction of small agricultural economies as
progress. The formula of Babeuf is not only unjust with regard
to small rural economies, but it would lead inevitably to the
revolt of the villages against the towns, and would reduce the
whole country to famine. For the rest, to destroy private initia
tive in agriculture now would be senseless, if only it is precisely
to private initiative and individual attachment to the land that
we owe the successes in agriculture so far and the development
of the intensive cultivation of the land in certain parts of Europe
and America.
It is for this reason that, without wishing to prejudge the forms
which agriculture would take in the future, we decided that at
that moment the efforts of the revolution should be directed not
towards the abolition of the small rural economy but towards
the union of the small economies in everything which requires

the union of their efforts.
Such an attitude with regard to the small rural economy brought
us attacks from the state socialists. But they themselves, as they
made contact with the real life of the countryside, soon saw—
in France above ail—that it was precisely this small rural economy
and this possession of the land in plots which gave France its
relative prosperity—without having to plunder its neighbours; the
German socialists came to the same conclusion when they saw
what the small rural economy yielded in Alsace and in various
parts of West Germany.
*.
*
*
After I came out of prison, at the beginning of 1886, I began in
our paper a more detailed development of the question of the
reconstruction of life by the social revolution. Knowing, more
over, how powerful the aspiration towards the establishment of
independent communes was in the Latin countries, I had in view
above all a large urban commune getting rid of the capitalist
yoke, especially Paris, with its working population full of intelli
gence and independence and possessing, thanks to the lessons of
the past, great organising capability.
These articles appeared later (in 1892) in a volume for which
Elisee Reclus suggested the title The Conquest of Bread: this
name was well chosen, for it expressed the basic idea of the
whole work, notably that the principal object in a period of
social revolution would be not the political organisation of the
social order but the question of bread for all; the question of
satisfying the most urgent needs of the population—feeding,
housing, clothing, etc. I tried at the same time to prove that'
the workers of a large town would be able to organise themselves
for a free life within the free commune, without waiting for this
life to be organised for them by officials, however well endowed
with all virtues.
Unfortunately it is necessary to say that socialists and workers
in general, having lost hope in the imminent possibility of revo
lution, were no longer interested in the question: what character
would it be desirable to give the revolution? It was only many
years later, when the syndicalist movement began to take root in
France, that another work appeared on the same subject. Our
comrade Pouget described in his book, How we shall make
the revolution, how a revolution could be carried out in France
under the control of the workers’ unions; how, not waiting at all
for those who would not hesitate to take power, the workers’
unions and congresses would be able to expropriate the capitalists
and to organise production on a new basis without allowing the
least interruption in production. It is clear that only the workers,
through their organisations, will ever be able to reach this goal;
and though I differ with Pouget over certain details, I recom
mend this book with confidence to all those who understand the
inevitability and imminence of the social reconstruction which
humanity will have to envisage.
*
*
*
A short time after I came out of prison, I was obliged to leave
France. I settled in England, where I had the opportunity of
studying the economic life of a great industrial country in prac-
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tioe, and not only from the books in which economists have
repeated the same errors as their predecessors for more than a
hundred years. Each time that I gave speeches in the various
towns of England and Scotland, I took the opportunity to talk
for a long time with the workers and to visit all kinds of factories
and mills—large and small—of coal-mines and big naval docks,
without overlooking the small workshops as well in important
centres of small-scale production, such as Sheffield and Birming
ham. I also visited the great co-operative distribution centres,
such as the Wholesale Co-operative Society in Manchester, as
well as the attempts at co-operative production which were already
beginning to spread everywhere. Getting information in this
way about what real life was like, I always kept in mind the
following question: what form could a social revolution take so
that one could pass without too many shocks from production
by individuals or by limited companies with the goal of profit to
production and exchange of goods organised by the producers and
consumers themselves in such a manner as to satisfy all the needs
of production in the best way?
The examination of these questions led to two conclusions.
The first of these was that the production of foodstuffs and of
all goods, and then the exchange of these goods, represents such
a complicated undertaking that the plans of the state socialists,
which lead inevitably to the dictatorship of a party, will prove
to be completely defective as soon as they begin to apply them
to life.
No government, we assert, can be in a position to organise
production if the workers themselves are not associated with it
through the mediation of their unions, in every branch of in
dustry, in every trade; for throughout production there arise and
will arise every day thousands of problems which no government
can resolve or foresee.
It is of course impossible to foresee everything; it is necessary
that life itself, and the efforts of thousands of minds on the spot,
should be able to co-operate in the development of the new social
system and to find the best conditions capable of satisfying the
thousand manifestations of local needs.
Theoretical plans for construction are not of course useless in
the preparatory period. They keep thinking on the alert and
iotce serious reflection on the complex organisations represented
by civilised societies. But, on the other hand., these plans simplify
rather too much the problems which mankind is called to resolve;
and if it is thought necessary to begin by putting these pro
grammes into practice, one will never get round to planning life.
Such a collapse would follow that it could lead to the most
ferocious reaction.
Many English workers—perhaps because they have been
occupied for such a long time (that is to say, since the period of
the Chartist Movement of 1836-1848) with social reorganisation—
considered the problem in this way: first of all, they said, it is
necessary to organise strong and powerful trade unions in all
branches of work, including the unskilled labour in the docks
and the peasants.2 Afterwards, it is necessary to form links be
tween them through national and international unions; and then,
when they have become an effective force, to take all production
under their complete control, to get rid of the domination of the
capitalists, and to maintain order throughout production and
consumption in the interests of the whole population of the
country.
In other words, the English workers made their own the idea*
which had already emerged in 1830 in Robert Owen when he
tried to form the Labourers’ Union; afterwards, the English
trade unions together with the representatives of the French
workers tried to put these ideas into practice when, after meeting
in London in 1862, they formed the First International.
This organisation represented, as is known, an International
Association of Workers’ Unions which was entirely non-political
and which pursued a double end: a daily struggle against capital,
and the elaboration of the basis of a new socialist system. But,
since ‘mixed sections’ were also admitted, it followed that some
people joined who belonged to no trade unions but who simply
aspired for the emancipation of labour from the yoke of capital.
This International existed until the end of the 1870s, when it
was destroyed by incessant government persecution and by the
intrigues of the political parties. The Second International was
no longer an association of workers’ unions; it became an
association of the social-democratic political parties of the various
countries.
With the disappearance of the First International, there dis
appeared in England the force which in the thought of its founders
would have maintained among the trade unions the idea of the
imminence of the social revolution and the necessity of its pre

paration among the workers themselves. The daily druggie of
the local unions against the exploiters took the place of more
distant ends; it is necessary to say that the majority of the active
members of the workers' unions, occupied day after day with
the organisation of these unions and their strikes, lost sight of
the final end of the workers’ organisation- the social revolution.
It is only during the last five or six years before the war that one
felt again a renewal of interest in favour of this basic problem—
under the influence of a similar reawakening throughout the
whole world.
Those influenced in this way were above all the syndicalist
movement in. France and Italy, and the awakening observed in
the United States where, under the name of the Industrial
Workers of the World, a movement developed which devotes
itself directly to the end of the struggle against capital with a
view to the transfer of all industry from (he hands of the capi
talists Into the hands of the producers, organised in strong unions.
Also influenced in this way were the first revolution in Russia,
in 1905, and the general situation and upheaval of social life in
Europe during the last years before the war. The horrors which
the war has just made us pass through, and its consequences of
poverty for the whole world, as well as the Russian revolution,
will place without any doubt and in the forefront before the
whole world the question of the necessity of a social revolution.
But it would be necessary to say much more of this movement
than I can say here. I return therefore to the conclusions I had
come to in finding out about economic life in England,
*
|
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The second conclusion I came to is the following: present econo
mic life in the civilised countries is constructed on a false basis.
The theory which economic scholars put forward depends on the
assumption that the peoples of the earth arc divided into two
categories. Some, thanks to their superior education, are called
to occupy themselves above all with the production of all kinds
of goods (textiles, machines of every type, motors, etc.). The
others, because of their limited ability, are condemned to produce
the food for the peoples of the first category and the raw materials
for their factories. Every course of political economy states
this theory; it is in this way that the English bourgeoisie en
riches itself; it is in this way that other courttries will enrich
themselves by developing their industry at the expense of back
ward peoples.
But a more thorough study of the economic life and of the
industrial crises of England and the other countries of Europe
leads to a different conclusion. It Is no longer possible to enrich
oneself as England has done until now; no civilised country wants
to remain or will remain in the position of. the provider of raw
materials. AH the other countries aspire to develop their own
manufacturing industry, and all are gradually reaching this goal.
Technical education can never become the privilege of a single
country, except by the armed subjugation of the neighbouring
countries which aspire to develop their own education and in
dustry. As for the tendency towards subjugation with this end, .
a tendency which has emerged during the last forty years, espe
cially in Germany, it has led the whole world into a terrible
war which has cost Europe and the United States more than
six million dead and more than ten million dead, injured and
mutilated, without mentioning the ravaging of Belgium and
Northern France, or the unbelievable destruction of provisions,
coal and metal which are lacked by all the peoples of the civilised
world today.
In the meantime, a people has risen during the last fifty years,
and has taken its place in the family of civilised peoples: the
United States of North America. This people has shown that
eighty million inhabitants can reach a state of enormous wealth
and power without exploiting other peoples, but solely by
developing industry and agriculture at home on parallel lines,
with the help of machines, railways, free unions, and the spread
of education.
France has also developed to some extent in the same direction,
and this striking lesson given to the world has transformed
current theories of political economy from top to bottom. T he
way towards the development of the prosperity of the peoples is
to be found in the union of agriculture and industry and not
in the subdivision of peoples into industrial and agricultural
categories. Such a division would inevitably lead mankind into
incessant wars for the seizure of markets and slaves for industry.
I had studied this vital and enormous question in a series of
articles published between 1890 and 1893 and later in a book,
Fields, Factories and Workshops. It was necessary to study many
connected questions to do this work, and to learn many things.
But the most important conclusion was this: we are very far
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from being as rich as we used to think, when, passing through
the streets of our large towns, we saw the luxurious houses of
the rich and their gleaming carriages, the crazy luxury of the
big shop windows, and the expensively-dressed crowds of passersby. England is the richest country in the world. But if one
added up all that it gets from its fields, its coal-mines, and its
numerous factories and mills, and if one divided this total
among all the inhabitants in equal shares, one would get only
three shillings a head a day, and in no circumstances more than
four shillings. As for Russia, one would scarcely reach fifty
kopeks (one shilling) a head a day.
It therefore follows that the social revolution, wherever it
breaks out, will have to consider as its first priority and from
the earliest days that of a considerable increase in production. The
first months of emancipation will inevitably increase the con
sumption of provisions and of all goods and, at the same time,
production will decrease; on the other hand, every country in
social revolution will be surrounded by a circle of unfriendly
or even hostile neighbours. ‘How shall we be able to live then,
if two-thirds of the bread England needs is imported from
abroad?’ English comrades asked me more than once. ‘How will
our factories be able to work to buy bread, when we do not have
our own raw materials?’ And they were right. When I drew up
an account of the reserves which existed in England—of what
could be called the reserve capital of a country in case of
revolution—the conclusion I came to was rather disconcerting.
Immediately after the harvest, there was a reserve of grain suffi
cient for three months; but from January, this reserve fell to
six weeks. Of cotton there was never enough for more than
three months, often enough for only six weeks, This was even
more the case with all secondary products (like, for example,
manganese for steel). In a word, industrial England, with its
insignificant reserves, lived almost from day to day.
But England is not the only country to live like this; all
peoples, in the present conditions of the capitalist economy, live
in the same way. N ot long ago Russia suffered a series of cruel
famines during which tens of millions of the inhabitants were hit.
And now still more than one-third of the population of Russia
and Siberia is always in poverty and even lacks bread for three
or four months a year—without mentioning the insufficiency of,
all other goods, the primitive rustic equipment, the half-starved
livestock, the absence of fertiliser, and the lack of knowledge.
In a word, given that until now a good third of the population
of all the countries of Europe has lived in poverty and has
suffered from the lack of clothing and so on, revolution will
lead inevitably to increased consumption. The demand for all
goods will rise while production will fall, and in the end there
will be famine—famine in everything, as is the case today in
Russia. There is only one way of avoiding such a famine. We
must all understand that as soon as a revolutionary movement
begins in a country, the outcome will be successful only if the
workers in the factories and mills, the peasants, and all the
citizens themselves at the start of the movement take the whole
economy of the nation into their own hands, if they organise
themselves and direct their efforts towards a rapid increase in all
production. But they will not be convinced of this necessity
unless all general problems concerning the national economy,
today reserved by long tradition to a whole multitude of ministries

and committees, are put in a simple form before each village
and each town, before each factory and mill, ps being its own
business when they are at last allowed to manage themselves.

*
*
*
It is in this way that the study of the real life of the peoples
leads inevitably to the conclusion that all the peoples must
endeavour in their own countries to produce a powerful expansion,
to bring about an improvement in agriculture—by means of the
intensified cultivation of the soil—and at the same time in
manufacturing industry. It is in this way that a guarantee of
progress and of success in the emancipation of labour from the
yoke of capital will be found. There is no place for some
peoples destined to serve others. It is in this, and also in the
understanding of the fact that it is impossible to bring about a

social revolution by dictatorship, that we may find the corner
stone of the whole structure. To build without it is to build on
sand.
The reformers gave too little attention to this side of life thirty
or forty years ago. Today, however, after the cruel lesson of the
last war, it should be clear to every serious person and above all
to every worker that such wars, and even crueller ones still, are

inevitable so long as certain countries consider themselves
destined to enrich themselves by the production of finished goods
and divide the backward countries up among themselves, so that
these countries provide the raw materials while they accumulate
wealth themselves on the basis of the labour of others.
More than that. We have the right to assert that the recon
struction of society on a socialist basis will be impossible so long
as manufacturing industry and, in consequence, the prosperity
of the workers in the factories, depend as they do today on the
exploitation of the peasants of their own or of other countries.
We should not forget that at the moment it is not only the
capitalists who exploit the labour of others and who are ‘im
perialists’. They are not the only ones who aspire to conquer
cheap man-power to obtain raw materials in Europe, Asia, Africa
and elsewhere. As the workers are beginning to take part in
political power,-the contagion of colonial imperialism is infecting
them too. In the last war the German workers, as much as their
masters, aspired to conquer cheaper man-power for themselves—
even in Europe, that is in Russia and in the Balkan peninsula,
as well as in Asia Minor and Egypt; and they too considered it
necessary to crush England and France which prevented them
from making these conquests; and on their side the French and
English workers showed themselves to be full of indulgence for
similar conquests on the part of their governments in Africa
and Asia.
It is clear that in these conditions one may still predict a
series of wars for the civilised countries—wars even more bloody
and even more savage—if these countries do not bring about
among themselves a social revolution, and do not reconstruct their
lives on a new and more social basis. All Europe and the
United States, with the exception of the exploiting minority,
feels this necessity.
But it is impossible to achieve such a revolution by means of
dictatorship and state power. Without a widespread reconstruc
tion coming from below—put into practice by the workers and
peasants themselves-—the social revolution is condemned to bank
ruptcy. The Russian revolution has confirmed this again, and
we must hope that this lesson will be understood: that every
where in Europe and America serious efforts will be made to
create within the working class—peasants, workers and intellec
tuals—the personnel of a future revolution which will not obey
orders from above but will be capable of elaborating for itself
the Tree forms of the whole new economic life.
- December 5, 1919.
xThe success of the huge 'giant’ farms in the predries of Canada
and the United States, precisely at that period, a disastrous
economy formed with exactly the help of such industrial armies
recruited twice a year— for the ploughing and sowing of the
wheat, and for the reaping— drew the admiration of partisans
of state socialism. But it was of short duration. Towards
the end of the nineteenth century, when 1 crossed the Canadian
province of Manitoba, no trace of these farms was visible;
as for the prairies of Ohio, I saw them in 1901, covered with
little farms, and one saw in the fields a whole forest of windmills
which drew the water for the market-gardeners. After two
or three bad crops of wheat, the large farms were abandoned
and the land was sold to small farmers who now raise on their
little farms considerably more foodstuffs of all kinds than the
‘giant’ farms could do.
2Before and up to the early 1880s, the trade unions existed only in
a few branches; women, for example, had no union, though
there were more than 700,000 of them in the textile industry
alone; the woodworkers only admitted into their unions those
who earned at least ten pence an hour; and so on.
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